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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A noted industrialist once said, "The selection
of an employee is a peculiar type of investment since
there is little or no hope of salvaging any part of it ii
a mistake is made."
The question of personnel and the effect that
the right or wrong type has on the success or failure of
any business enterprise necessarily makes this subject
one of the foremost prooiems with which modern management
must cope. During the past decade this problem has served
as a stimulus for extensive research in practically all
fields of business. Such organizations as the Personnel
Research Foundation, the American Management Association,
the Policy Holders Service Bureau of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, the International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, the General Motors Corporation, and
the Nunn-Bush Shoe Corporation, to mention only a few,
have made progress in this field which is worthy of recog-
nition and commendation.
Current probelms of labor relations resulting'
from our changing economic society in addition to the
1
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2present governmental attitude toward labor and business,
have in many cases brought about a complete re-evaluation
of industrial relations policies and of the organization
for making these policies effective. Management has
turned its thoughts more directly towards plans for sta-
bilization of employment and greater economic security
for labor. The General Motors Corporation and the Nunn-
Bush Shoe Corporation have only recently announced re-
visions in their plans which are designed to give em-
ployees stable employment througrh the establishment of a
definite "work-week" year. This is indicative of the
efforts on the part of management to iron out the sea-
sonal fluctuations in employment, thus assuring labor,
in so far as is possible, of a definite annual wage.
During the last decade there has been increas-
ing effort to bring distribution into line with produc-
tion, and the leaders are turning more and more to
methods and technique which have been so successfully
applied in industry.
Sales managers are recognizing the fact that
effective sales presentation can be secured only by
giving specialized attention to the selection, training,
and supervision of salesmen. The accomplishment of this
;
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result necessitates the establishment of a sales personnel
department which, through a thorough research program form-
ulates and carries on a definite administrative program.
Research in the field of sales personnel admin-
istration must recognize the human element in the sales
job as the fundamental problem. The psychologists theory
of "individual differences" must be acknowledged as the
starting point in any research project. No two salesmen
are alike. Each reacts differently to the same stimulus.
Therefore, it is the problem of research to find certain
definite patterns of reaction to stimuli, and around such
patterns to build programs and formulate policies for the
development of the salesforce.
Fundamentally, sales personnel administration
consists of two elements: (1) the building up and mainte-
nance of a salesforce that will perform the function of
selling: goods or services effectively and efficiently, and
(2) the direction and control of personal salesmanship at
work in the field. These elements consist of such factors
as selection, training, equipping, assigning, routing,
stimulation, compensation and supervision as they apply
to the wrork of the personal salesforce.
.-
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4Selection
In reality, selection is nothing more than a
process of the elimination of the unlit. It is an effort
on the part of management to keep out of the organization
those individuals who are unsuited for the sales task.
This necessitates a thorough analysis of the selling job,
high- spotting difficulties encountered in actual selling
as well as the necessary requisites for the job. After
standards have been determined, the personnel manager
must obtain applicants whose qualifications meet these
criteria. Twro sources present themselves: (1) applicants
coming from within the business, and (2) applicants com-
ing from vd.th.out the business.
A number of devices lend themselves to use in
the evaluation of the fitness of applicants. These may
be classified as interviews, application blanks, psycho-
logical tests and miscellaneous methods.
Termination records must be maintained to check
upon the effectiveness of the policies and methods of
selection employed. Information concerning such term-
inations can be assembled and correlated so as to indicate
weaknesses and defects in the plans thus facilitating
revisions and changes.

5Training
The completion of the process of selection leads
to the next problem, namely, the training of the applicants
selected. Such training is done for the purpose of bring-
ing those men selected up to the standards set by the per-
sonnel department. The program must be arranged to meet
the needs of the individual company. The extent of cover-
age will in a large measure be determined by the nature of
the sales task itself.
The training program may take the form of indi-
vidual or group instruction given either at the main office
or in the field while the salesman is at work. Numerous
devices such as manuals, films, charts, graphs, problem
cases, playlets, magazines, and bulletins are called into
use as training materials.
Equipment
In addition to the mental equipment provided by
the training program, salesmen must be furnished with the
necessary physical equipment to display and demonstrate
the product and prove its value to prospective buyers.
The type of product, size of territories, methods of travel,
and the custom in the trade will determine to a large de-
.,
gree the nature of the equipment to he used. It may con-
sist of samples, models, portfolios, picture projectors,
films, sales manuals, price books, policy books, catalogs
service manuals, and the various reports incidental to
the exercise of control over the activities of the sales-
force.
Compensation
Salesmen must be compensated for the effort
/
which they put forth in the attempt to build sales vol-
ume. Here again the plan decided upon must be custom
made for the particular company in which it is to be
used. Such factors as the type of product, the market,
and the ability of the salesforce must all be given due
consideration.
Two basic methods of compensation serve as the
point of origin irom which a number of other plans de-
velop. They are the salary plan and the commission plan.
The various combinations which have been derived from
these two basic plans attempt to incorporate the merits
of the previous systems while yet maintaining control
over the salesforce.
.*
7Stimulation
Salesmen must "be subjected to a concerted pro-
gram of stimulation and motivation while at work in the
field. This is necessary to curb waning enthusiasm, and
to instill new spirit and confidence in the salesforce.
Stimulation may be supplied in a number of ways. The
plan of compensation may include an element of stimula-
tion. Sales contests writh prizes awarded for success-
ful achievement serve to develop a competitive spirit
in the salesforce.
Sales conferences and conventions may be used
to provide the necessary personal contact for the devel-
opment of an "esprit de corps." Stimulation may be ap-
plied still further by wise use of correspondence between
>
the salesmanager and the salesman.
Assignment
In order to obtain adequate sales volume it is
necessary to ascertain the number of potential customers
and the potential volume of sales to be attained. This
total selling job must be broken down into manageable
units and assigned to the salesforce in such a way as to
assure adequate coverage. Such assignment taices the form
of geograpnical areas, types of product, or classes of
buyers
.
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8Routing
Salesmen are routed for the purpose of assuring
adequate coverage of the assigned territories. Careful
routing reduces the time spent in travel while providing
coverage of potential and desirable customers through,
the application of volume and call quotas. A constant
contact between the salesman and the home office is made
possible under such a plan.
Supervision
The most carefully laid sales program is apt to
fall far short of success unless a thorough plan of super-
vision is carried on in conjunction with it. Such super-
vision divides itself naturally into two phases: (1) super-
vision of the salesman’s methods of performing' his duties,
and (2) supervision of the man himself. It may be exer-
cised through personal contact, correspondence, or the re-
ports which salesmen are required to send to the home
office
.
Thesis Flan
The present work is an endeavor to develop the
broad principles underlying the various phases oi sales
personnel administration. The scope of the subject does
,.
9not lend itself to an intensive analysis in this work.
Therefore, emphasis has been placed upon broad, general
policies rather than the detail which enters into the
successful operation of such plans.
An effort has been made to incorporate as
illustrative material, a plan of sales personnel admin-
istration used by the B. F. Goodrich Company. However,
due to the confidential nature of some of the matter,
it has been impossible to present certain illustrations.
In such instances, there has been an intentional omis-
sion of supplementary materials. In other cases, when
a thorough discussion would run at great length, general
principles and policies which the company adheres to are
listed
-.
CHAPTER II
oELECTIHG TIT, S.h:bRChCn
Sales personnel management is considered ba-
sically a two-fold function. It consists of (1) service
to the line organization through maintenance of the sales-
force, and (2) development of a cooperative attitude by
establishing good relations with employees throughout
the sales organization. Maintenance oi the salesforce
includes selection, training, compensation, and supervi-
sion during employment. Broadly speaking 5 it implies an
efficient salesforce, and it is generally held that there
can be little real efficiency without the existence oi a
cooperative attitude of mind. An efficient salesforce
results from management's ability to inspire each sales-
man to put his heant, as well as his hands and head, into
his work.
The major problem in managing the salesforce
presents itself in the fact that a salesman frequently
operates alone, far from the personal supervision of his
superior. His employment comes about as a result of an
agreement between himself and his employer. Both are
10
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taking risks in making the decision; ii either is negli-
gent or careless, one or both may suffer. It is to the
best interest of the salesman to secure employment which
is agreeable to him, wTith an organization in which he
has faith and confidence. He must be aware of his capac-
ities and abilities in making his choice. On the other
hand, the employer must use every possible aid in his
selection, because poor selection eventuates in poor
results and a large turnover in the salesforce. Needless
to say, both are extremely expensive.
"Few subjects have interested and puzzled sales-
managers as much as the picking of good salesmen. Many
salesmanagers have developed superstitions and rules of
thumb on the subject; others have given considerable cre-
dence to alleged sciences such as phrenology. The diffi-
culty is, of course, that a good salesman must nearly
always sell intangible considerations; must appeal to
imagination and must day after day pit himself vigorously
against powerful opposing forces." 1
The procedure for selecting salesmen is in
reality a process of the elimination of the unfit. It
is a decided effort on the part of management to keep
1. Frederick, J. George, Modern Salesmanagement , p 124.
*
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out those applicants whose qualifications do not measure
up to the standards desired by the salesmanager
. There
are as many methods used in the selection of salesmen as
there are sales personnel managers. It is only to be ex-
pected that each personnel manager wrill develop his own
methods, theories, and ideas concerning selection as the
result of his experience in this field. He alone pos-
sesses the most complete knowledge of the particular
circumstances surrounding the needs of his firm; his
alone is the job of choosing the method which he feels
best adaptable to these needs so that he may choose
wisely the types which he considers desirable.
Job Analysi s
The first step which a sales personnel manager
must take is to make a thorough, exhaustive analysis of
the position to be filled. Prior to taking any steps to-
ward filling a vacancy, the position itself must be taken
apart and analyzed in such a way as to ascertain the nature
of the job and the requirements necessary for filling the
position. Such an analysis will high- spot the important
factors of the job, outline the duties and the difficul-
ties, as well as set up the desired qualifications of
applicants for filling the position. It will determine
..
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where the salesman will sell and to whom he will sell.
The analysis will aid in the reduction of the
turnover in the sales! orce if put to proper use. Such
turnover may prove to be one of the most expensive items
in the sales budget. Mr. E. A. Seeley, Manager of the
Sales Personnel Department of the B. F. Goodrich Company
states, "If the organization is not selected, trained
and developed in an intelligent manner, the result is
usually a high personnel turnover ratio which is usually
quite costly. In this connection, it is well to bear in
mind that the tangible items of personnel turnover cost
are as follows:
"1. Time consumed by the manager in finding prospects,
interviewing and selecting.
"2. Advance salary payment upon release of employee.
"3. Time consumed in training new employees.
Intangible items of personnel turnover costs are
as follows:
"1. Errors made in servicing customers which result
in loss of customer.
"2. Missed sales opportunities.
"3. Relations with customers suffer by reason oi
constant change." J -
1. Seeley, E. A., "How We Select, Train and Direct Em-
ployees." Goodrich Silvertown Cavalier, May 12, 1934
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Numerous lists of the characteristics of a good
salesman have been made. One such list includes health,
initiative, industry, tact, perseverance
,
sales ability,
character, personality, appearance, courage, mental ana
physical alertness, loyalty, optimism, observation, confi-
dence, cooperation, intelligence, punctuality, and possi-
bilities for future development. Such knowledge of the
general and specific qualifications needed for successful
salesmanship is of no importance or aid to the personnel
manager unless he has some basis for determining whether a
candidate for a position possesses those qualifications or
not.
Sources of Applicants
After an exhaustive job analysis has been maae
and the sales personnel manager is thoroughly familiar
with the requirements of the position and the qualifica-
tions wrhich are desired in any applicant selected ior
filling the position, the next step is to find the right
kind of prospects.
The sources oi applicants for the sales organi-
zation divide quite naturally into two main fields, (1)
those applicants coming from sources wuthout the business,
and (2) those applicants coming from sources within the
business.

15
External Sources
The external sources have a much larger raaius
from which to draw than the internal sources. Because of
this fact, extreme care must be used in the process oi se-
lection so as to sift out the undesirable applicants imme-
ciately, thus saving time and expense. Foremost in this
classification comes men from non-competing firms. These
may often come from allied lines of business and, if so,
can be reasonably expected to possess some knowledge of
the particular field as well as a wider knowledge of other
fields and training under a number of conditions. Such
men have already been developed and have been tested on
the "firing line." Care should be taken not to go too far
astray from the field of the applicants experience in the
hiring process.
Each spring, the major companies send talent
scouts to the various accredited colleges and universities
in search of likely applicants who may possess the quali-
ties which the company desires in its salesmen. Such in-
stitutions afford a wealth of material. Students about to
graduate are interested in getting a start and are willing
to begin at lowr salaries. They have not become imbued with
mistaken ideas and wrong impressions concerning selling
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methods. "College, if it accomplishes its purpose, shows
a man how to grasp the fundamentals of any problem, where
to get inf ormation, what weight to give to the various
types of information, and what to do with the iacts when
they are assembled." 1
Applicants may be secured through the recommenda-
tion of customers, salesmen, other persons within the sales
organization, or persons of importance having no connection
with the business. If handled properly, the person making'
the recommendation feels complimented with a sense of his
importance. It must be realized that regardless of this
feeling on his part, often such recommendations are made on
the basis of pure friendship and not on the ability of the
applicant or his potential value to the organization.
If a sales personnel manager has been looking
toward the future, he will have a file of unsolicited ap-
plications which have proven worthy of further considera-
tion. He will maintain relations with placement bureaus
and employment agencies so as to avail himseli of these
facilities in the time of need. As a further source, he
may resort to the use of classified advertising which
usually brings a great many applicants but relatively few
worth while prospects.
1. Doubman, J. Russell, Fundamentals of Sales Management,
p 120.
..
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Internal Sources
Although the internal field does not possess the
vn.de expanse of territory from which to draw applicants, it,
nevertheless, has distinct advantages in its favor. Perhaps
the foremost source under this heading is those men coming
from within the organization itself. They have already
gained considerable knowledge and information concerning
the product, and have an acquaintance with the technical
vocabulary used in the trade. The big disadvantage lies
in the fact that often such men are unsuited for saleswork.
The type of work to which they have been accustomed may be
entirely different. In many instances they have formulated
habits and methods of performance which must be changed,
often at costs which are prohibitive.
The other main source under this classification
is that of salesmen from competitor's organizations.
"Picking salesmen from a rival organization is likely to
bring in men who have more than average knowledge of the
lines handled, and more than average knowledge of the trade
which is sold. It may bring an infusion of new ideas and
new methods and perhaps even information which the competi-
tor regarded as valuable and even secret. In certain lines
of business, where the clientele is largely personal, as in
the selling of investment securities, this method may add
.,
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new customers to the list in no smell numbers." ^ However,
this source is not without its inherent dangers. There is
alwrays present the ethical question which must be consid-
ered in hiring men from competitor organizations. Sales-
men wrho show the tendency to change positions easily might
be induced to leave your employ with very little compunc-
tion, especially at times when the need ior their continued
employment is greatest. The B. F. Goodrich Company prefers
to fill the better positions from within its own organiza-
tion. This procedure alleviates the possibility of diffi-
culties which might arise from a policy of hiring salesmen
from competitor organizations.
Selection
The sales personnel manager, through his records
of the turnover in the salesforce, may easily determine the
need for additional salesmen to fill gaps in the sales or-
ganization. In many companies, the sales personnel manager
makes such additions on the basis of the information re-
ceived in the reports of the various district or branch
offices. However, uhe policy in the more progressive or-
ganizations calls for the additional help requisition to
originate in the district or branch office. Such requisi-
1. Lyon, Leverett S., Salesmen in Marketing Strategy,
pp 39,40.
...
.
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tions are forwarded to the main office for approval. In
many instances, the district office fills the Job from
applicants which they may have. In others, the main office
makes final selection. In the case of wholesale salesmen,
it is nearly always the best policy for the main oifice to
make such selection so as to develop a uniform sales or-
ganization.
The additional help requisition blank contains
such information as the name of the new employee, if one
has been tentatively selected: his aedress; beginning sal-
ary; and other similar informs,tion which is usually desir-
able. The district oifice must state the position which
the employee is to fill and the reasons why the addition
or change is necessary. An analysis of the effect on the
expense budget is included for purposes of evaluation of
the change or addition. In some cases, the blank carries
a record of transfers and salary adjustments. (See Exhibit I)
Several methods are used in an effort to ascer-
tain whether an applicant is suitable for a specific posi-
tion in the sales organization; these are generally classi-
fied as interviev/s, application blanks, psychological tests
and certain miscellaneous measuring devices.
..
.
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Personal Interview
Undoubtedly the most common method used in hiring
salesmen is the personal interview which is a vital part of
the hiring process. The real value to be secured from the
inteiview lies in the opportunity to obseive the applicants
mind and spirit as they evidence themselves in conversa-
tion and general personality. A well conducted interview
wall tend to bring out a man's aggressiveness, his prevail-
ing philosophies, his moral values, and so forth. Ev- ry
interview should aim at establishing the presence or ab-
sence of those qualities wrhich the personnel manager be-
lieves essential for the selling task.
Experience has proven the inefficiency of the
single interviewr in selecting applicants as the evaluation
of our fellowmen varies with the persons making such eval-
uation. In order to olfset this difficulty, the more
progressive companies have attempted to bring about for
each candidate for a selling position, a series of inter-
views with one executive, or a series of interview's with
different executives. This latter development has become
rather widely known as the committee type of interview,
and in general is meeting with a high degree of success.
In such a procedure, the applicant is given a series of
..
.
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interviews of short duration in order not to give the man
time to "sell" himself. The repeated interviews give the
interviewers an opportunity to better judge the individual.
In most committee type interviews, the inter-
viewers are required to fill out an applicant rating blank
which is sent to the personnel manager after the interview.
The value in this policy is that it forces the interviewer
to reviews the information which he has gained and to make
a definite decision on the basis of the facts learned. The
main purpose of the rating blank is an attempt at enumera-
tion, sometimes definite classification of the qualities
of an individual, and the measurement of the degree of each
quality.
A thorough analysis of the rating blank w^ould be
too detailed for our present purpose. Howrever, it must be
emphasized that the use of care in the designing and setting
up of the rating blank is oi primary importance if it is to
be successful in attaining its objective. A decision must
be forced from the person making the analysis, yet, such
decision should not amount to a mere checking oi items in
a list. If such is the case, the checking becomes mere
repetitive practice and the interviewer does little real
analyzing of the applicants qualifications.
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Application Blanks
Upon being selected as a prospect worthy of fur-
ther consideration, the usual procedure is to require the
applicant to fill out an application form. The main pur-
pose in obtaining this preliminary information is that by
it the prospect may be analyzed v/ith respect to his funda-
mental qualifications. In many cases it is unnecessary to
go any further with the applicant because his application
shows him to be undesirable on its face.
The application blank is advantageous to the com-
pany in the selection of new men who are just starting work
for it gives them an analysis of the applicants personal
history. In the case of the experienced salesman, the use
of the application blank is of less importance for in most
cases the company is seeking the man and possesses know-
ledge of his qualifications and his past performance. In
using the application blank, one must realize that it is a
self-rating form filled in by the applicant, and must be
discounted in many respects because no man can accurately
or honestly rate himself. The blank should always call for
specific fact answers, never judgements of self.
The information requested in the application
blank varies from company to company, but certain funda-
..
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mental facts are asked by all firms. The B. F. Goodrich
Company requests the following facts and information: the
name of the applicant; address; Social Security Number;
telephone number; date of application; a personal descrip-
tion of the applicant including such details as age, date
of birth, weight, height, sex, color, marital status, place
of birth, religion, citizenship, and so forth; an educa-
tional record; membership in fraternal organizations; a
chronological record of employment; and the type of work
for which the applicant is applying.
Psychological Tests
A third method which is being employed more or
less as an attempt at evaluation of sales applicants quali-
fications and as an aid in selection, is the use of certain
psychological tests. If they are to be of any real value
they must be carefully worked out and the result s checked
to reveal definite characteristics. While many types ol
psychological tests have been tried in this field, none
have been put to intensive scientific examination so as
to enable the sales personnel manager to know whether or
not he should use them. Dr. Millicent Pond, speaking
before the Regional Soring Conference ol the Society for
the Advancement of Management on April 22, 1938 at the
..
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Parker House in Boston stated, "The varying types of sales-
manship make it extremely difficult to do any reliable
testing in this field, nothing; of major importance has
been done along- the line of valid testing in this field
that has proven successful."
"A small number of companies have made use of
methods worked out by psychologists through the applica-
tion of tests to show the presence or absence of certain
qualities in applicants for sales positions. The most
frequently used types of psychological tests are the so-
called intelligence or mental alertness tests, the purpose
of which is primarily not to evaluate any special know-
ledge, but rather to guage objectively such capacities as
attention, perception, ]e arning, memory, imagination and
reasoning.
The tests usually given to salesmen consist of
requiring the applicant for a position, in company with
other applicants, to perform certain tasks or solve certain
problems, frequently with definite time limits. The tasks
are of various types, verbal tests, completing or rearrang-
ing mutilated sentences, number-group checking, crossing out
designated classes of wrords and the like." 1
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Introduction to Sales Management, p 285.
*
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There remains, however, a wide divergence of opin-
ion concerning the usefulness of these tests. The average
sales personnel manager does not understand what the tests
are meant to reveal. Many personnel managers leel that the
time required in the taking and grading of the tests could
be more advantageously used in a personal interview.
Miscellaneous Methods
In passing on from this phase of our discussion
we must mention the numerous theories of character analysis
occasionally applied in the selection oi salesmen. "One is
the theory oi pigmentation, or that buyers prefer blondes
to brunettes. Other theories are based on facial character-
istics, complexion, stature, walk, and voice. Some sales
executives believe in astrology, while others maintain that
phrenology is helpful in selecting salesmen. Hoi ever, there
is no scientific foundation for the validity oi such theories.
Termination Records
There is a growing tendency on the part of many
companies to keep termination records of their salesf'orce.
The value in such a procedure is the aid which it gives the
1. Canfield, Bertrand R., Sales Administration, Principles
and Problems, p 1S7.
,.
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sales personnel manager in determining the reasons ior sales-
men leaving their employment. It often points out the causes
of failure and indicates personal qualities which should be
considered in the employment process. "An analysis shows
that by far the greatest number of failures in selling are
due to a lack of industry. Careful selection has reduced
the difficulties encountered from those lacking in sales
characteristics. On the other hand, failure to follow in-
structions and discouragement rank high as causes of failure." 1
Other important factors causing failure are: age, attitude
of a man's wife, lack of selling characteristics, poor health,
financial condition, lack of organized effort, ana evidence
that the salesman was not sufficiently sold on the business
when he was selected.
The Goodrich Program
Applicants for sales work are secured from three
sources: (1) other departments of the company, (2) experi-
enced salesmen seeking employment, and (3) colleges and
universities. Although district managers may hold prelimin-
ary interview/s and make tentative selections, final approval
of all selections rests in the personnel department in the
main office at Akron, Ohio.
1. Doubman, J. Russell, Fundamentals of Sales Management,
p 133.
.,
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The applicants are given an initial interview of
short duration, and if the personnel manager feels that
they are worthy of further consideration, they are asked to
fill out an application form in detail. (See Exhibit II)
"The application will provide such essential information as
age, education, ambitions, family obligations, salary neces
sary, previous experience ana number of positions held.
After completion of the application, the prospect
should be thoroughly interviewed such an interview sup-
ported by the information on the application will provide
an opportunity to study his appearance, mannerisms, person-
ality, personal sales ability, poise, enthusiasm, mental
alertness, attitude toward work, and toward life is he
optimistic? and to determine if he has the other quali-
ties which this particular job needs. The most favorable
applicants are told that they will be thoroughly investi-
gated, after which they will be called for a second inter-
view.
A thorough investigation is made of all refer-
ences, including previous employers for the last five years
This is extremely essential. Such an investigation will
bring out the following: perseverence
,
character, industry,
initiative, intelligence, judgment, cooperation, environ-
ment and leisure time habits and the manner in which the
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applicant is regarded in the community. 1,1 In cases where
it is deemed necessary, additional iniormation may be se-
cured from independent investigations conducted by the local
retail credit company.
Favorable applicants are then called i or a second
interview by the personnel manager and several other sales
executives who are required to fill in an employee analysis
form for use in the evaluation of the applicants qualifica-
tions. (See Exhibit III)
In the spring of each year one or two representa-
tives of the sales personnel department at Akron, Ohio are
sent to various colleges and universities to interview
college seniors who are interested in sales work. The
desirable prospects are asked to fill out an application
form which Is then mailed to the main office at Akron.
All applicants selected are required to submit to
a medical examination. Incidental papers are filled in and
the employee requested to furnish a recent photograph to
be used for reference purposes.
1. Seeley, E. A., "How We Select, Train and Direct Em-
ployees." Goodrich Silvertown Cavalier, May 12, 1934
..
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CHAPTER III
TRAINING THE SALESFORCE
Coincident with the selection of salesmen, the
training of the men selected is one of the most important
problems of sales personnel administration. "In boom times,
many companies inaugurated elaborate systems which would
probably have fallen to pieces of their own weight even
though sales v/ere maintained and increased. Basically, most
of the plans that were in practice in the better ordered
companies, both large and small, ten years ago or even less,
v/ere sound. Upon investigation today, it is iound that in
their essence the plans are still in force in many instances.
Among the changes noted are typically the following: methods
have been simplified, have been consolidated, have been
curtailed, have been abandoned with plans for revival in the
offing, have been held in abeyance although not abandonee.. 1,1
Function oi Training
The main function of the training program is not
to make "super" or "star" salesmen, but merely to bring
those men selected up to the established standards set by
the company. The need lor training arises from the fact
that, on the whole, a newly hired salesman does not know the
1. Printer's Ink, December 6, 1934, "Sales Training Today"
p 27.
29
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products he is to sell. From the standpoint ol the company,
there are a number oi reasons v/hy the salesmen should be
trained, some of which are:
1. To increase sales.
2. to consolidate and unify all selling effort.
3. To attract the better type of salesmen to
the organization.
4. To increase the ability ol the sales! orce.
5. To safeguard the investment in new salesmen
by making them more productive.
6. To reduce selling expense.
7. To reduce the turnover in the sale sforce.
8. To reduce the length of time necessary to
place a salesman on a profitable basis.
Setting Ur> The Training Program
An effective training program is like a tailor-
made suit of clothes; it should be made to fit the needs
and requirements of the company that adopts it. In general,
it is agreed that training should take into consideration
the sales problems which the training is intended to solve,
the type ol employees to be trained, the technique beet
suited to accomplish the purpose, and the educational facil-
ities already available. Training is considered to be on
a much sounder basis when management knows wrhat it expects
..
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to accomplish and what standards will be used in measuring-
results.
In setting up a sales training program, three
classifications ol men must be taken into consideration;
beginners, seniors, and supervisors. The training methods
used vary in some degree for each classification. Prior
to determination of the scope and the extent of the train-
ing program, an intensive program of research should be
carried on to determine the requisites of the program.
The extent oi training - required depends on a num-
ber of factors. The amount of general education and train-
ing which the salesman has had, the type ol buyer that he
is to sell, and the difficulty and complexity of the selling
task, are all important considerations in determining the
extent of the program.
Coverare
In determining what the training program is to
cover, wre must first of all know the nature of the sales
task and the various difficulties which the salesman en-
counters in fulfilling his Job. The Job analysis serves as
a basis for the determination of the subject matter to be
covered and the various training materials to be used, It
also reveals activities from which may be drawn subjects
for training purposes. Knowledge of the difficulties which
..
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must be overcome serves to call attention to the parts of
the training program which should be emphasized.
Bertrand R. Canfield makes the following classi-
fication of the difficulties which mag be found in selling:
"1. Personality difficulties, arising from lack
of confidence, tactlessness, poor appearance, non-
attentiveness, tardiness, discourtesy, ill health, laziness,
indifference, and poor voice.
"2. Knowledge difficulties, created by ignorance
of product features and application, advertising, price,
adjustment policies, and competition.
"3. System difficulties, resulting from poor time
control, routing, record-keeping, and paper work.
"4. Selling technique difficulties, created by lack
of preliminary plan for interview, iii ormation concerning
prospect, anticipation of objections, proper approach, and
knowledge of needs. This classification includes also faulty
demonstrations, inability to meet objections, and failure to
offer convincing proof of value and secure action.
"5. Trade difficulties, arising- out of competition
between distributors, price-cutting, preferential treatment,
and so forth.
"6. Product difficulties, encountered by the sales-
man in such matters as packaging, construction, and opera-
..
.
.
tion of the product. "1
The information secured from the job analysis and
the difficulties encountered in the selling task constitute
the subject matter of the sales training program. The in-
formation which should be included in any program may be
classified as follows:
1. The history and organization of the company.
2. The product and the sales proposition.
3. The market.
4. Company policies on credit, prices, adjust-
ments, delivery and service.
5. A description of the salesman's job ana duties.
6. The. necessary reports and records.
7. The sales technique employed, including such
elements as the location of buyers, the planning of inter-
views, the conducting of interview's, the meeting of objections.
8. Cultivation of customers.
9. Advertising and sales promotion..
10 . Sale smen ' s e cuipment
.
It is generally accepted that the most difficult
portion of the training program relates to the teaching of'
salesmanship. The salesman must be taught to accomplish
1. Canfield, Bertrand R.
,
Sales Administration, Principles
and Froblems, p 172.
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the purposes for which he was hired through the use of his
knowledge of the product and his knowledge of the market.
Training: Materials
Once the problems or difficulties to be met are
all listed in the order of their importance, we come to the
second problem, namely, discovering the most effective means
of presentation of the training materials to the salesman.
The Manual
The most common form of presenting training mate-
rial is the manual. "A sales manual has been defined as a
reference book or a text covering in various degrees of
detail the experiences of the company and the sales staff.
It attempts to place in the hands of salesmen material that
is the result of past experiences and to present knowledge
that they may use in the presentation of the sales story.
It aims to keep the home olfice at the salesman's elbow.
A variety of types oi manuals are used in sales training,
such as rule books, handbooks, standard procedure manuals,
and product and engineering manuals.
Films
During the past decade there has been a decided
trend toward the use of films as a means of presenting
1. Doubman, J. Russell, Fundamentals of Sales Management,
P 181 .
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training materials. These take several forms, moving, still
silent and talking'. The most common type used in sales
training programs is the slide film. The film is projected
by a special slide film projector e equipped with a turntable
which revolves a disk that carries sound effects, conversa-
tion, or music synchronized with the film. At the present
time the use of' moving pictures, both silent and talking,
is making deep inroads into the training process. The talk-
ing film appeals to the eye and ear simultaneously, deliv-
ering the sales message in a room darkened to shut out
other distractions, and allowing a dramatic and personal
presentation.
Illustrative Materials
In many cases it is found advisable to use charts
or graphs to illustrate the divisions of an organization,
product features, or the sequence of steps in an opera-
tion. Pictorial representation of statistical data is much
more effective than the usual presentation in table form,
although the element of accuracy is lost to some degree in
this method. One can obtain only approximations from a
chart, but its outstanding advantage is that it emphasizes
certain facts or relationships more than the figures do.
The chart is not a substitute for a table of figures; it is
ordinarily a form of analysis of the figures.
.
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Case Method
The use of typical cases and problems is rapidly
growing in popularity as training material. Such cases
may be used to supplement lecture material and to serve as
the basis for a discussion of sales problems. The Research
Bureau for Retail Training of the University of Pittsburgh
has recently prepared a printed collection of cases on re-
tail selling which may be used in the sales training program.
Miscellaneous Forms
Other forms in which training materials may be
presented are playlets, employee magazines and bulletins,
lecture outlines, question-and-answer forms, job sheets,
training cards, and stock cards.
Training Methods
"A criticism of most of the training methods is
that they require a man to read too much, writh the result
that after he finished his period of training he promptly
forgets most of what he has ]£ amed. To surmount this
obstacle more attention is now paid to the dramatization of
sales-training programs. Instead of telling;' a man what he
should do, he is shown what to do in a way that he will
never forget.
1. Aspley, John C., The Salesmanager ' s Handbook, p 396.
*
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Group Training
The most common methods employed for the presenta-
tion of the training program to salesmen are the group
methods. By reaching a greater number of salesmen at one
time these methods prove to be more economical than the
other methods. They are more suitable for the presentation
of training on the company history and organization; policies
on credit, collections and adjustments; product features
and application; sales technique; and advertising and sales
promotion.
Group training is usually of the formal classroom
type with full-time instructors, a formal program of in-
struction, study and recitation periods, and final examina-
tions over the work covered. Among the foremost in this
field of training is the International Business Machines
Corporation which maintains a specially constructed school-
house, and carries on, for salesmen and servicemen, a ten
weeks course of intensive training under a stalf of seven
full-time instructors.
Many companies have made arrangements with col-
leges and universities for special training programs lor
salesmen. During the past year, the Bureau of Business
Research of Boston University has prepared and published a
"Sales Development Program" exclusively for the use ol the
.*
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members of the New England Gas Association in training their
salesmen. Other companies take advantage of night schools,
the Y. M. C. A., and state vocational schools for courses
of instruction in salesmanship, marketing, accounting, ad-
vertising and sales promotion, and credits and collections.
Another form of group instruction which is rapidly
gaining approval is that w'hich is dispersed through district
meetings, store meetings,, and annual conventions.
Individual Training-
A number of individual training methods are used
to supplement group training. One, the personal conference
method, allowrs for a review of the salesman's record, the
difficulties which he meets, and various other similar
factors.
Undoubtedly the most widely used method of indi-
vidual instruction is that of training on the job. This
method works well with both new and experienced salesmen,
although it is rarely done effectively due to the high cost
and the difficulty in obtaining competent instructors. This
phase of training subjects the salesman to the trial- and-
error method. The instructor determines the correct way of
making the sale, then demonstrates the method telling why
each successive step is made. The salesman then proceeds
to use the material which he has gained in making' the sale.
..
.
.
*
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The instructor corrects any false steps in the routine and
acts as a supervisor to insure that the salesman performs
as trained.
Correspondence
A third method sometimes employed is that of train-
ing by correspondence. This type of training is much less
expensive than any of the other methods. However, it is im-
possible to insure that the training materials sent by mail
wall be studied or in fact even read. Skill in selling can-
not be imparted by mail. It must come through actual experi-
ence on the "firing line." Many salesmen have difficulty
in applying information received in this manner and without
any discussion or demonstration to aid them. This type has
been most successful in the direct-to-consumer sales organi-
zation.
Place of Training
The question of the place where the training pro-
gram should be given arouses a variety of opinion on the
subject. Three possible answers are given: (1) a central-
ized or home office training program; (2) a decentralized
or district office training program; and (3) a combination
of a centralized and a decentralized training program.
Centralized training is usually effective in
.-
.
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small companies which train a small number of men at the
home office. Concerns manufacturing' technical products
find this type of training to be ol great value because
training facilities are found readily available at the
home office. The salesman may see the various manufacturing
processes at first hand, at the same time confering with
company officials and becoming thoroughly conversant with
company policies.
The decentralized plan of training finds its
field in the manufacturers ol small unit- of-sale non-
technical products sold directly to the ultimate consumer.
The training necessary concerns itself largely with sales
technique -which can best be developed in actual field
training.
The most popular form of training at the present
time is the combination of the centralized program with the
decentralized program. Under this method the advantages of
the two previous systems are obtained thus giving a more
thorough training to the salesman.
Ecuioment
The training prog-ram attempts to provide the sales-
man with the mental equipment which is needed to perform the
,
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sales task. In addition, he must also be provided with
physical equipment to display his product, demonstrate its
features, and prove its value to prospective buyers. Such
equipment standardizes the sales presentation of all sales-
men in the company while yet providing an abundance oi sell-
ing points for use.
I
A number ol factors enter into the determination
of the type of physical equipment required by salesmen, such
as: the type oi product sold, the type of customer, the
method of travel emuloyed, the size of the sales organiza-
tion, the quality of the salesforce, and the custom in the
trade
.
The equipment which the salesmen must have divides
into three types: (1) interviewing equipment; (2) informa-
tive equipment; and (3) operating equipment.
Quite naturally the first type, interviewing equip-
ment, is by far the most important. It usually includes
samples, sample cases, models, portfolios, film projectors,
demonstrating devices, charts, diagrams, and sales kits.
The informing equipment induces sales manuals,
policy books, catalogs, price lists, service manuals, and
so forth.
Under operating equipment we find such items as
..
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forms for reporting new orders, lost orders, credits and
collections, missionary activities, expense reports, daily
call reports, prospect reports, demonstrations conducted,
and the like.
The Goodrich Propram
At the time that the original sales course was set
up, a survey was conducted to determine the types oi informa-
tion and training which every salesman in the employ of the
company should receive. As a result of this study the fol-
lowing classification was set up as the basis of the course
to he given at the main office at Akron, Ohio.
"1. Institutional. A history of the company; the
nature and extent of its products and service; the sales
volume; an outline of the financial structure; the amount
and adequacy of capital; the size and capacity of plants;
an outline of the organization, lines of authority; the
names and personalities of executives.
"2. Product. A general knowledge of materials,
construction and quality; choice and description oi sales
advantages; the product in use, normal wear, failures, and
injuries
.
"3. Manual Training. Application oi products,
removal, inspection, maintenance and repair; this training
to he complete enough so that the salesman can perform as
..
.
.
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well as an experienced dealer or service man the fore-
going functions.
"4. Distribution Function. A history of the devel-
opment and an outline of the present status of the types of
distribution and of competition. Territorial analysis;
quotas and objectives; the franchise; presentation of the
franchise to new and to established dealers; credit and col-
lection requirements and terms, and credit procedure both
preliminary and with established accounts.
"5. Field Tactics. Objectives, division of time; *
systematic travel; dealer maintenance and sales extension
work; consumer and commercial resale work; selection of stock.
"6. Routine. Paper work, including correspondence,
reports and forms; cooperation; discipline; attendance to
job; hours; expenses.
The training program which was set up for the
district offices to administer called for preliminary sales
trips with an experienced salesmen on a territory other
than the one the new salesman was to take over. The new
salesman reviewed writh the district operating manager, credit
manager, sales promotion manager, and other district execu-
tives various details of field routine and the actual condi-
tions in the territory to be taken over. Personal inter-
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Introduction to Sales Management, p 290
'
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views with the district officials and district conferences
rounded out the field training program.
All salesmen who were new to the industry, includ-
ing college graduates, were to be given a thorough course
of training at the main office in Akron. A formal sales
school was to be held each summer for college graduates last-
ing from four to five weeks. The following brief outline
will serve to illustrate the content of the course lor the
period of one week.
Monday
Tuesday
7; edne sday
Thursday
Frida y
Factory trip -- tubes.
Lecture — tubes, rims, valves.
Lecture -- passenger car tires.
Lecture -- passenger car sales policy.
Lecture -- control tests.
Factory trip — control tests.
Discussion
Lecture — original equipment.
Lecture -- selling Goodrich Tires.
Lecture -- prices, discounts, bonus.
Discussion
Lecture -- original equipment.
Lecture -- tire merchandising.
Factory trip -- accessories.
Lecture — accessories.
Factory trip — solid tires.
Discussion
Lecture -- truck and bus tire sales.
Factory trip — heavy duty tires
.
Lecture — solid tire construction.
Lecture -- heavy duty tire construction.
Lecture — solid and industrial tire sales.
Lecture — soliciting Goodrich tire speci-
fications, new equipment, national
accounts.
Lecture -- state and city accounts.
Lecture — mileage accounts.
'
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Saturday Written quiz.
Assignment: Tire Manual and Sales Manual.
After the new salesmen have completed the sales
training program, the men are assigned to the type oi work
which they have signified, in so far as is possible. The
budget department of the retail store, an outgrowth of mer-
chandising methods developed as a result of the depression,
serves as the testing ground for new salesmen. All salesmen
undergo a probationary period of three to four months dur-
ing which they are shifted through various departments of
the district office or the retail store receiving definite
training in each. During this period they submit weekly re-
ports to the sales personnel department at Akron.
Salesmen who have had experience previously in the
industry are usually given a two weeks intensive training-
course which places particular emphasis upon two subjects:
products sold and general policies. Alter completion of this
training; period they are assigned to district offices or re-
tail stores with the remainder of the training proceeding
in much the same manner as for the inexperienced salesman.
Final judgment in the placement of all men rests
in the district office, although the main office must ap-
prove assignments. Consideration is given to the type of
work which the man is fitted to do and to any personal
.
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desires which he may express. An annual review ol all
salesmen's records is made by the personnel department at
Akron with a view to promotions or adjustments in salary.
Requests for transfers or changes in salary originates in
the district office with final approval coming- from the
main office.

CHAPTER IV
COMPEXSATIOH PLANS AKL CONTRACTS
"There is no ideal plan for compensating all sales-
men. The sales executive who is searching xor one is seeking
an elusive will-o'-the-wisp. For instance, it is not only
impossible to create a system that will operate with equal
success when applied to the sales force of an office appli-
ance company and the seles force of a company selling cast-
iron pipe, but it is also impossible to create a system which
will operate with equal fairness to all salesmen within
either sales force.
Compensation may be defined as the reward or re-
muneration which the salesman receives for work that he does.
It usually takes the form of money and may be either imme-
diate or future in nature. A system of compensation lor
salesmen involves two questions first, the level of the
income which is to be received by the salesman in remunera-
tion of his services, and second, the methods oi payment.
"The purposes of the compensation plan should be:
first, to give adequate compensation for work done by the
salesman, and second, to give such compensation in a wa
y
which will call lor sufficient effort of tne nature desired,
1. Tested Sales Compensation Plans; Woodbridge, C. K., p 3.
•'
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when and where desired, in order to develop a loyal salesforce
and reduce turnover among salesmen, while keeping the unit
costs of salesforce at the lowest consistent figure. "I
To be effective a plan of compensation should ac-
complish the following:
1. Provide a proper incentive to salesmen to increase
sales.
2. Attract men to the organization.
3. A reasonable stabilization of earnings in periods
of prosperity and depression.
4. Reduction of turnover in the salesforce.
5. Stabilization of employment.
6. Adequate control of salesmen's activities by management.
7. Reduction of unit cost of sales.
8. Flexibility to allow salesmen to progress as his
capabilities and efiiciency increase.
9. Make possible the directing of the salesman's effort
to the sale of such products at such times and places as
desired by the sales manager.
10
Reward salesmen for the accomplishment of the task
set by the sales manager.
In setting up a compensation plan for use in an
organization, one must keep in mind the fact that there is
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Principles of Personal Selling, p 540.
.. :
.
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no '• one-best-method" of paying salesmen. Circumstances at
the particular time dictate the plan which, may be successfully
used. A wide variety of factors enter into the decision of
the type of plan which should be used, some of which are:
“1. Type of product.
a- Whether specialty or staple product,
b- The length of the line which the salesman is
carrying.
c- Whether the products are high or low priced,
or both.
"2. The size of the average order.
"3. The 'repeat' possibilities ol the product.
"4. The ma.rket for the product or products handled by
the salesman.
a- The area.
b- The potential market for the product or products
handled by the salesman.
"5. Amount oi missionary v:ork salesman is required to do.
Resale work is not be considered as missionary work, since it
is the finest type of selling for salesmen who are calling on
dealers.
"6. Variation of territories, between fat and lean." 1
1. Hay, Richard C., Sales Management Fundamentals, p 119.
,.
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It is important that compensation plans be designed
with a view to driving the salesman to do those things which
he has the tendency to neglect. We are all mentally and
physically lazy in some respects, therefore, it is necessary
in many instances that some form of stimulation be supplied
to make us perform those tasks to which we fail to give at-
tention.
In this connection, it might be well to mention a
subject which is of increasing importance, the subject of
taking care of the salesman in his old age. The increasing
competition during the past few decades has necessarily caused
the release of many salesmen who were thought of as too old to
keep up with the pace of modern competitive selling.
The socialistic policies of our present administra-
tion are a definite step forward in the provision for em-
ployees unemployed through loss of employment or old age.
However, the effectiveness of such policies is yet to be
tested. It is my opinion that the successfully managed com-
pany of the future will institute as a part of its system of
compensation, a plan whereby the salesman will be taught to
save in order to provide for such contingencies. A step
further would be a definite plan of providing for the sales-
man when his active days of selling are over, so that he need
not worry about what is to happen to him in his declining- years
•
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Methods oi Comrensa ting Sal esmen
There are two basic methods of paying salesmen, the
salary plan and the commission plan. All other plans in use
may be classified under these headings or as variations of
these two basic systems. The following classification will
serve to illustrate the wide variety of plans possible of
adoption in any organization.
"1. Straight salary.
"2. Commission plans.
a- Varied according to base upon which commissions
are computed.
1- Sales.
2- Profits.
3- Special bases — point systems, ana so forth,
b- Varied according to rate:
1- Straight rate or unvarying rate, whatever
the base.
2- Sliding scales, usually in the direction of
increased rate for sales beyona given point.
"3. Combination methods.
a- Salary and commission,
b- Salary plus commission.
c- Salary and commission over given total, drawing
account.
d- Salary and commission with various types of bonuses,
e- Task-and-bonus plan.
..
.
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f- Sales and service quota plan,
g- Salary and percent-of- saving plan.
"4. Profit-sharing plans.
There are a number of other variations of the two
basic systems, but essentially all methods seek to secure the
highest volume of sales with the lowest possible selling ex-
pense, and the sale of the most profitable items of merchandise.
Straight Salary
The straight salary plan sets up the payment of a
predetermined wage on a definite time basis. "The amount of
salary paid salesmen depends upon a number of factors, such as:
length of service, past experience, personality, knowledge of
the company's products, policies and competition, and bar-
gaining ability of the salesman. The amount of salary payable
under some plans is fixed automatically each year by the ability
of the salesman to accomplish certain objectives. 1,2
One of the chief difficulties which arises under
such a plan of compensation is the matter of expenses. Some
definite provision should be made in regards to this subject
in order to avoid misunderstandings which might arise. The
company may elect to pay the expenses in adcition to the pre-
determined salary, or to pay the salesman a higher salary
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Principles oi Personal Selling, pp 543, 644.
2. Canfield, Bertrand R.
,
Sales Administration, Principles
and Problems, p 230.
.
figure and shift the burden of expense to him.
A number of advantages and disadvantages are present
in this method of payment.
1. Advantages of the salary method.
a- Affords salesmen the incentive to create goodwill
for his firm.
b- Permits ease of operation.
c- Increases service to customer.
d- The salesmanager has a control over the activity
of the salesman which no other system provides.
e- Permits ready transfer oi salesmen without ad-
justments in compensation.
f- Promotes loyalty to the company.
g- Increases the amount oi missionary work aone.
2. Disadvantages of the salary method.
a- The employer must stand the financial risk of loss.
b- There is a lack of initiative manifest on the part
of the salesman who is certain oi a predetermined
income
.
c- Dissatisfaction arises on the part of the sales-
man unless revision of salaries is made irom time
to time.
d- Reduction of salaries in periods of depression is
made difficult.
.
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e- There is a lack of incentive ior the salesman to
develop his indivioual capacities,
f- Such a plan does not adjust salary expense to
volume of sales or to profit.
Commission Plan
The commission is an amount which cannot be pre-
determined; it is based on a percentage of sales in terms oi
some established basis. "When a salesman works on a straight
commission basis the earnings which he makes are entirely
dependent upon his own results. The stimulus, there! ore, to
greater endeavor is constantly beicre him."l However, this
plan leaves the salesman largely on his ovn initiative and as
a result valuable markets are apt to be left uncultivated.
This plan of payment frequently works well during a period ol
prosperity, but during a period o! depression it is necessary
to add some extra incentive in order to secure the necessary
aggressiveness required to make sales unuer diiiicult condi-
tions. The commission method oi payment is used in the sale
of specialties of relatively high value and broad market, bulk
commodities sold repeatedly to the same customers, and in
commodities using a direct-to-consumer form of distribution.
1. Advantages of the commission method.
a- The incentive to sell is placed squarely before
the salesman.
1. Hayward, Walter S., Sales Administration, p 28i.
..
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b- Attracts capable salesmen to the organization,
c- Company assumes no financial risk,
a- Salesmen are paid, only on the basis ol results,
e- Volume of sales is increased,
f- Overhead is placed in direct relationship to
results obtained.
g- Provides an accurate method oi payment.
2. Disadvantages of the commission method.
a- Volume is placed above service in importance,
b- There exists the tendency on the part oi salesmen
to overstock the customer,
c- The salesmanager does not have complete control
over the salesmen's activities,
d- Cooperative effort with other salesmen is not
promoted.
e- Salesmen may tend to sell only those items in the
line which are easiest to sell and often least
profitable to the company,
f- There is a tendency to grant too lenient credit
terms
.
A number of variations of the straight commission
plan are in use. One, the sliding commission plan, calls for
the payment oi a fixed percentage of net sales, after which a
sliding scale of commission is paid as the sales volume in-
creases. Another, the group commission plan, arranges the
'
various products into groups according to the proiit value
of the different items. Rates ol commission are iixed for
each group. This plan acts as an incentive to the salesmen
to concentrate selling effort on the most proiitable items.
A variation of this plan is one in which each item carries a
different rate of commission. The great difficulty in the
two latter plans lies in the complications involved in the
compuxation of the commission earned by the salesman.
All combinations which have been derived from the
two basic plans attempt to incorporsite the merits of the pre-
vious systems and, at least partially, to provide incentive,
at the same time retain control over the activities 01 the
sales! orce
.
Salary and Commission
"The salary and commission plan is the simplest
development end operates as follows: The salesman receives
a salary, comparatively small, and in audition gets a per
cent on all sales or on all sales above a certain figure.
Again the commission may vary as to products or may be on a
sliding scale as to volume. The salary is a definite sum
payable at stated intervals. The salesman has an income
that he knows will help 'him meet fixed obligations . "1
The purpose of this method ol compensation is to
combine the advantages of control over the sales force with
1. Printer’s Ink Weekly, August la, 1330, "How Should .e
Pay Our Salesmen?" p 81.
..
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the stimulation to increased sales volume afforded by the
commission.
The drawing account and commission is one variation
of this plan. The drawing account is an advance on the sales-
man's commissions that are paid to him like salary, anc if he
falls behind his expected volume he is supposed to reimburse
his drawing account before he again collects commissions.
Another variation is the salary, commission, and
expense plan. Under this method, traveling expenses incurred
by the salesman are advanced by the management. This plan
assures adequate coverage of the salesman's territory in the
event that his traveling expenses run quite high.
Bonus Plans
A bonus is an amount paid as a reward for the ac-
complishment of a predetermined goal. "The bonus may be paid
on any one of the following bases:
"1. On volume.
a- Dollars volume,
b- Number of units sold.
"2. Profits.
a- Gross profit,
b- Net profit.
The gross or net profits bonus may be paid on the
profits of the salesman's individual business, or on the com-
pany's profits, using the salesman's volume of business as the
.
factor to determine the percentage of profit to be paid to
that individual.
"3. Special items of the line sold by the salesman and
carrying bonuses
.
1,1
The most important single item to be considered
under the bonus plan is the quota. Unless quotas are fairly
set, salesmen will either have little difficulty in attaining
their quotas or will consider the quotas impossible of attain-
ment and exert little or no effort to reach them. The various
factors which must be taken into consideration in setting a
quota will be discussed in a later chapter.
Wise use of various bonus plans may result in the
development of a spirit of cooperation on the part of the
salesforce, the reduction in the turnover of the sales or-
ganization, and the stimulation of salesmen to increased ac-
tivity.
In the average business, undoubtedly the best
method of paying' salesmen is to pay a straight salary and
expenses, with a bonus for performance. In order to be ef-
fective, any such plan must be simple in operation, and flex-
ible enough so as to be adaptable to conditions in all types
of territories and to all types of salesmen.
1. Hay, Richard C., Sales Management Fundamentals, p 120.
..
*
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Point Systems
“The point system is really not a compensation plan
in itself. It is a system used to determine the amount of
compensation to be paid under some oi the other plans.
The main object of this method is to develop the salesmen
along lines most profitable to themselves and to the company.
In many ways the point system is the fairest of all
systems since it gives a direct reward for a well-rounded
selling job. In addition to credit for sales volume, points
are given for many tasks which come under the broader use of
the term missionary work. If the debit and credit system is
used, the salesman is penalized for poor work and is thus
furnished the incentive to better himself' in those things
in which he is weakest.
Payment of compensation under a point system is
based upon the accomplishment of specific sales tasks. Each
task has a point allowance which is determined by the relative
difficulty of performance of the task. Salesmen are credited
with the number oi points allotted for each task accomplished.
A standard rate of payment is set up per point and the total
compensation based on the number of points which the salesman
accumulates over the predetermined period. A number of com-
1. Printer's Ink Weekly, August 21, 1930, “How Should We
Pay Our Salesmen?" p 50.
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panies find this to be an excellent incentive plan to be used
in conjunction with the straight salary plan.
The advantage of the point system lies in the con-
trol which it gives the sales manager over the activity of
the salesforce. Such plans are especially effective in re-
warding effort expended on promotional and efiiciency work.
They possess a high degree of flexibility ana are easily
adaptable to any selling situation. On the other hana, such
systems are not without their inherent faults. A mass of
detail is necessarily involved in the administration which
tends to complicate the plan and make it unpopular writh the
selling force. Many minor sales duties are overemphasized
tending to take up the salesman's time and keep him away
from productive activities.
Summary
There is no one best plan of compensation for one
industry or even lor one company. All plans have their points
of Y/eakness as w;ell as strength. The selection of any one
plan is a matter of compromise. In many instances the simple
plan is found to be the most effective. Any plan selected
should be capable of being understood by even the least in-
telligent salesman. It should be able to accomplish the
maximum results wdLth the maximum number of salesmen. If the
plan does not work successfully with certain salesmen, the
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plan should be altered to fit their needs, or they should be
released Irom their Jobs. Once a plan is working, the com-
pany shourd adjust its employment policies so as to avail
itself of those men who fit into the system advantageously.
Quite naturally the element of pro! it is of primary import-
ance to the company, yet overeagerness lor pro! its olten re-
sults in losses rather than gains.
Contracting Salesmen
The question of contracting salesmen is one which
has proven to be highly interesting, if lor no other reason
than the wride diversity ol opinion which it has aroused among
salesraanagers.
A written agreement between a company ana its sales-
men does accomplish a number ol thing's such as:
1. The prevention of misunderstandings between salesmen
and the company.
2. The protection of the employer against third parties
by the limitation ol the authority ol the salesman.
3. The prevention of competition by iormer salesmen.
4. Provides lor termination ol a salesman's services.
In addition to the elements which the law requires
in a contract, the salesman's agreement should cover the
.»
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following points; territorial boundaries, compensation and
bonus plans, payment or compensation, responsibility for
meeting quotas, traveling expenses, special instruction,
collections, samples, handling of special accounts and special
orders, and arrangements for termination of the contract.
Territorial Boundaries
The salesman’s contract should deline the territory
rights of the salesman in order to prevent misunderstandings
arising from increases or decreases in the size or the trans-
fer of the salesman to another territory.
Compensation and Bonus Plans
The complexity ol many compensation ana bonus sys-
tems often leads to misunderstandings on the part of sales-
men. In order to circumvent this difficulty, the contract
should definitely state the compensation system to be used
and the time of payment. If restrictions are to be included,
they should be set up in such a way as to be definitive.
Quotas
The amount of the quota should be clearly fixed in
units ana in dollars and cents. In many instances it will
be necessary to break the quota down as to type of product
or class of customer.
.c
.
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Traveling Expenses
The question of traveling expenses must he precisely
settled by the agreement and the responsibility assumed by the
company stated.
Termination
It is sometimes wise to include the conditions upon
which the contract will terminate and the notice required oi
the parties. Provisions should be inserted to govern the re-
turn oi company property ana payment oi commissions due the
salesman at the time oi termination.
Handling SneciLl Orners
Instructions in regards to the approved method ol
handling special orcers such as national accounts, trial or-
ders, ana government and municipality orders should be in-
cluded. It is often necessary to write in provisions con-
cerning the obligation oi the salesman to sell only at the
prices and terms set by the company in oraer to eliminate
price reductions, rebates, concessions or trade-ins without
the approval oi the company.
.
CHAPTER V
STIIX'LATIHG TKI SALRSFCRCL
The salesman, like all other human beings, is sub-
ject to failure, grief, and disappointment. He is continually
working under intense pressure, mental as well as physical,
which tends to wear on his nerves and physical health. He is
more or less his own master while at work on his territory.
He lacks the direct incentive, in many cases, which is fur-
nished by working with others at similar tasks, "all of
these conditions create the need lor a stimulus and incen-
tive, so that the salesman will do justice to himself by
doing the best that he can, and so that the work of the sales-
man will be carried on at a minimum of cost in comparison
with results, an outcome which is of benefit to the salesman,
to the employer, and to the public. This incentive to do the
work which is needed and to do it in sufficient amount and in
the best possible manner is furnished in many ways in addition
to the incentive furnished by a man's 'inner' drive and care-
ful and adequate supervision. These may be classified as:
1. Compensation plans.
2. Sales contests.
3. Sales conventions.
4. Salesmen's magazines and bulletins.
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Principles of Personal Selling, p 633.
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5. Personal conferences with salesmen.
6. Individual correspondence with salesmen.
7. Promotions.
Compensation Plans
It has been known for a long time that salesmen
would work harder if the reward attained were proportional
to the efforts expended. The use of compensation plans to
furnish the special incentives for the performance of par-
ticular tasks has been discussed in the previous chapter.
It must be emphasized that the successful use of such plans
largely depends upon careful selection of the methods to be
used and wise administration of those methods while in use.
Sales Contests
The competitive spirit developed by contests often
motivates the salesman more efiectively than other forms of
stimulation. In many cases the added stimulus ana competi-
tion supplied by the contest are absolutely necessary to
keep the salesman working at top speed. However, constant
repetition will serve to defeat the purpose, behind their use
and often result in an unfavorable reaction on the part of
the salesforce. If repetition is necessary, consideration
should not only be given to the proposed contest, but also
to its successor.
N.
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Sales contests are used for the following purposes:
1. To maintain sales volume in slack periods.
2. To stimulate sales of a particular product or
line.
2. To quicken the spirit of rivalry and friendly
competition which is often lacking.
4. To bring salesmen out of mental depression.
6.
To bring salesmen into closer contact with the
home office and salesmen in other territories.
6. To secure the cooperation of the wives of the
salesmen.
7. To relieve the monotony of the sales job.
8. To introduce new products.
9. To secure new customers.
A number of objections to the contest form of stimu-
lation for the salesforce is apparent.
1. In many cases sales contests tend to increase the
rate of turnover among salesmen.
2. There is ever present the temptation to oversell,
thus creating ill will,
3. A spirit of jealousy and antagonism is aroused
between salesmen.
4. Contests tend to tear down the principles of
salesmanship rather than elevate them.
6. Salesmen have the tendency to lose sight of the
value of building for the future instead of just
for the present.
..
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6. The morale of the salesforce sutlers as a result
of contests.
7. There is the temptation to withold orders prior
to the start of a contest.
8. A decline in interest as well as sales follows
the contest.
9. Missionary sales duties are neglected during the
course of the contest.
10.
Handicapping, to afford equal opportunity, is
difficult.
Directing the Contest
A number of topics may be made to serve as the
subject of the sales contest. The choice depends upon the
timeliness of the topic and the type of salesmen in the or-
ganization. The present trend seems to be in the direction
of contests and campaigns which do tv/o things: (1) educate
salesmen in the use of more effective selling methods; and
(2) provide an incentive or stimulus to encourage them to
make the maximum use of the ideas and methods wiiich the com-
pany has developed.
The 3. F. Goodrich Company made use of a "Trade
Expansion Contest" to impress upon salesmen the soundness of
the methods to be used in obtaining new dealers under their
franchise program. Similarly, a "War Declared on Unsafe
..
c i
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Tires!", proved especially effective as a dealer contest in
addition to furnishing the incentive for increased sales
volume on the part of the salesman. Other topics which have
served as the subject of contests include athletic contests,
vacation trips, military maneuvers, building programs, air-
plane trips, and the like.
In any event, the contest must have some definite
objective which should not be too difficult to obtain nor so
easy that one can reach it without effort. The salesforce
must be sold the idea before the contest starts. An outline
of the rules governing the contest must be drawn up and ad-
ministered in such a manner as to assure strict adherence by
all members of the salesforce. Prizes should be awarded for
definite achievement. The contest should be run to obtain
results, not to determine the relative merits of the various
salesmen. The results should be commensurate with the costs
incurred in obtaining the new/ or additional business.
Throughout the duration of the contest there is the
necessity of arousing and maintaining the competitive inter-
est of the salesman in the contest by the use of such devices
as: bulletins, letters, novelties, scoreboards, magazines,
sales meetings, published photographs of the leaders, illus-
trations of the prizes and so forth.
"Final promotion is an important part of the contest
• i
.
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operation. A meeting for awarding prizes to the winners is
often arranged; the names and pictures of the winners are
published in the company magazine; publicity is sent to local
newspapers in the territories where the successful salesmen
are located; and personal letters are written to the winners
by the president of the company."-*-
However thorough the plan or elaborate the pro-
motional devices used to stimulate the interest of salesmen,
many contests do not achieve the results desired. Among the
most prominent causes of failure are the following:
"1. The preliminary work was not sufficiently done.
"2. Neglecting to study conditions properly and to
fix a quota or basis of award that will be fair
to everyone in the sales organization.
"3. Hurried or incomplete salesmanship.
"4. Regard is not always taken as to whether or not
conditions arefavorable to the staging of the
contest.
"5. Lack of time for working out plans in advance.
"6. Too many revisions and changes.
"7. Contests may be disappointing: because they W'ere
too long or too short.
"8. Too many contests in quick succession are boring.
1. Canfield, Bertrand R., Sales Administration, Principles
and Problems, p 263.
..
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’•9. Not enough prizes offered or because they are
not distributed intelligently, "1
Contest Awards
A variety of prizes are available for rewarding
contest winners. If merchandise prizes are selected as
awards, preference should be given to well-known and wanted
goods. Merchandise often appears larger in value than the
cash it represents and serves as a constant reminder of
achievement. Such prizes may be reproduced in picture form,
thus appealing to the salesmen’s wife and other members of
his family, as well as constantly keeping the goal before
the salesman.
Many companies prefer to award prizes in the form
of cash. Such awards are easy to make and without a doubt,
desirable, although in many instances soon spent and for-
gotten. The best prize combination seems to be a sizeable
cash award coupled to a merchandise award. This tends to
satisfy the salesman’s desire for cash and his family’s
desire for merchandise.
The award may take the form of an honor bestov/ed
upon the salesman for achievement. The B. F. Goodrich
Company awarded a trip to the main office with all expenses
1. Hall, S. Roland, The Handbook of Sales Management, p 522
..
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paid to the district winners of the "Trade Expansion Contest."
A varied program of activities and entertainment was held for
the successful salesmen. Later, a photograph album and mov-
ing picture film showing highlights of the trip were sent to
all winners for their private use.
Planning the Contest
A number of principles stand out in any study made
of the contest as a form of stimulation for the salesforce
and the various uses to which this device may be put. The
following are some of the major principles which must be
considered:
1. The contest must have a definite objective.
2. The system of scoring should be fair to all
salesmen.
3. Plans for the contest should be made far enough
in advance so as to allow ample time for effi-
cient promotion of the contest. Consideration
should also be given to the contest to follow.
4. The contest should appeal to the weak salesman
as wrell as the strong one.
5. Prizes should be selected which are representa-
tive of the accomplishment.
6. The contest should be "sold" to the salesforce
by whatever promotional devices necessary.
,
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7. Bulletins and announcements should be made as
personal as possible.
8. Orders should be accepted or turned down promptly.
9. Provision should be made for the slump in sales
and enthusiasm which follows a contest.
Sales Conventions
A number of organizations feel that the best way
of getting their point of view over, is by having a face-
to-face contact with the members of the salesforce. The
sales conference or conventionassists in bringing about this
necessary contact. The convention may be used to inspire
salesmen, thus increasing sales volume; it may train the
salesforce; it may attempt to correct faults; it may combine
inspiration and training. The convention is an excellent
device for the effective initiation of new products and
policies. Salesmen become acquainted with home office of-
ficials and through them have the opportunity to gain first
hand knowledge of product features and new policies. Fur-
thermore it develops an "esprit ae corps" which is invaluable.
The sales convention is not without its disadvan-
tages. The initial expense of holding' the convention is
considerable, not to mention the waste of time ana money re-
sulting from disruption of company activities. Frequently,
..
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programs are improperly planned, causing conventions to drag.
Because ol its very nature, the convention affords little
opportunity for aiding salesmen with their personal prob-
lems. They are much more apt to compare grievances with
other salesmen, thus giving rise to new difficulties which
must be met.
Types oi Conventions
"Several innovations have attracted the attention
of sales managers lately. Whereas conventions have been
though as usuable only for salesmen, the new idea is to use
them as part of a promotional effort. Some oi the larger
companies are holding conventions for their retailers. At
such meetings, the retailers handling of a company's product
are educated and entertained. The programs are meant not
merely to emphasize the goods of the company acting as host
but also to give retailers helpful points about the running
of their business. Experts conduct classes on appropriate
subjects, and the result is the promotion of a helpful and
understnading attitude on the part of those handling the
manufacturer's products."!
The most common form is the national convention
held at the home office once every year or once every two or
three years. Under this plan the salesmen have the opportu-
nity to become acquainted with home office executives and
1. Doubman, J. Bussell, Fundamentals of Sales Management, p 253
.• . 7 .
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thus absorb some of their enthusiasm and optimism and carry
it back into the field with them. Such conventions entail
great expense, careful planning, and wise acministration
in order to be oi value to the company. The emphasis must
of necessity be placed upon general rather than speciiic
problems.
The sectional convention is much less expensive
from the standpoint of paying the expenses of salesmen to
the meetings and the loss oi business while in attendance.
Home office executives are brought in close proximity with
the field personnel, thus aiding in the solution of the
specific problems of the district in which the convention
is held. This type of convention carries with it the as-
pect of a meeting for business purposes rather than social.
The use of the radio and the telephone for conven-
tion purposes has been a field for experimentation by a
small number of companies, but at the present time, appears
to be more or less of a novelty. Television, even though
still in an experimental stage, is beginning' to make its
influence felt in many fields. The possibilities for use
wrhich the perfection of this device will open to the sales-
manager are innumerable . Provided that the cost is not
**
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prohibitive, it may make possible monthly or even weekly
conventions ol the' sale sfore e . It is to be hoped that
this device will provide an element of personal contact
which is lacking- in the use of the radio for such purposes.
Planning the Convention
"The program for convention meetings is a vital
factor in their success. The nature of the program is
determined largely by the objective of the meeting. A
convention for the purpose of training salesmen will favor
a serious program, while a meeting for stimulation will call
for enthusiasm and ballyhoo. "1 A committee should be placed
in charge of planning the details of the convention such as
the time, the place where it is to be held, the program, the
speakers, etc. Many of the larger organizations have lound
it advisable to bring in speakers of repute in the sales
field to deliver inspirational addresses which tend to dig-
nify the profession of selling in the minds of the listeners.
To afford diversion from the usual work of the convention,
a program of entertainment should also be provided such as
smokers or banquets.
Bulletins and Magazines
As a means of constant stimulation for the sales
organization, many companies resort to the use of a number
1. Canfield, Bertrand R.
,
Sales Administration, Principles
and Problems, p 277.
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of house organs, weekly bulletins, or monthly magazines.
\
The B. F. Goodrich Company publishes a weekly bulletin,
i
"The Calalier"
,
for distribution to salesmen ana a monthly
bulletin, "The Silvertown News", for distribution to dealers
and salesmen. Such publications usually include such in-
formation as current standings, product development, an-
nouncements of contests, personal items and the like. A
well planned and edited publication will be of great value
in the inspirational effect that it will have on the sales-
force.
Correspondence with Salesmen
Many sales organizations provide definitely for
frequent letters to the salesman for the purpose ol stimula-
tion. Individual correspondence with salesmen is a method
of stimulation which may prove to be most effective when
used wisely. Stimulation by means of sales letters, to be
effective, must show that the sales manager knows the con-
ditions in the field; they must offer real help or real in-
spiration. A well-written personal letter permits the sales-
manager to approach the salesman’s problems in an interested,
friendly way, thus gaining the respect and confidence of the
salesman. Many sales managers cannot write letters which
express what they intend to express, thus causing the sales-
man to become annoyed and lose interest. In many instances
the letters may be received at times and under conditions
.*
*
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which exaggerate or minimize the effect of what is written.
It is only too often that this device is sadly
overworked resulting in the complete loss of any effective-
ness which it might have. The salesman's mail is so clut-
tered up with such an excess of correspondence and requests
for reports that in many instances the larger part finds
its way to the waste basket with little more than a casual
glance from the salesman.

CHAPTER VI
SALES CPETROL
Intelligent control of the activities of the sales-
force must he preceded by intelligent planning on the part
of management. A definite program should be set up deter-
mining the results which are desirable and the methods to
be employed in attaining those results. It is only when a
definite plan of action has been worked out and the neces-
sary standards determined that the salesmanager can under-
take to exercise thorough control over the activities of
the salesforce.
Any plan which attempts to exercise control over
the sales personnel must take into consideration three
elements: (1) the problems incidental to the assignment of
salesmen to sales territories; (2) the problems incidental
to the determination of objectives; and (3) the problems
incidental to the reduction of salesmen's expenses. An
efficient plan of control over the salesforce necessitates
the setting up of definite policies in regards to each of
these elements.
Sales Territori es
The first problem which confronts the salesmanager
is the determination of the total number of prospective
78
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buyers to which the total number of salesmen shall be assigned.
The process for ascertaining the "potential" of the market
varies with the company, but fundamentally, such i actors as
income, population, location of market, outlets, advertising
circulation, type of consumer, and competition must be taken
into consideration. The B. F. Goodrich Company uses auto-
mobile registrations, new car production, ana total produc-
tion figures of the rubber tire industry to determine the
'‘potential market'* for its product. This is one industry
in which an index is available to show the size, extent, and
location of the market for the various products. This is
made possible through specially prepared automobile regis-
tration lists.
After the total selling job has been determined,
it must be broken down into manageable units. The total
number of potential customers must be assigned in such a
wray as to assure adequate coverage thus securing the great-
est possible volume of sales while keeping the costs of
distribution at the lowest possible figure.
"The discussion of assignment of salesmen to
possible purchasers involves a determination of 'what pros-
pects' or customers shall be 'worked' by 'what men.' This
idea is generally lumped under the phrase, 'salesmen's
territory.' This, however, is a crude and inaccurate way of
,.
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expressing a very important matter. It throws an unjustifi-
able emphasis upon geographical boundaries of prospects and
indicates that territorial limitations are the prime consid-
eration, when as a matter of fact, they may have very little
significance. The ’territory' matter, so called, is not
fundamentally a matter of territories at all. It is, as
has already been suggested, a question of assigning sales-
men to groups of possible purchasers in the best possible
way. A geographical assignment is merely one kind of as-
signment. "1
In many instances geographical areas are ignored
and salesmen assigned according to the type of product or
class of buyer. The B. F. Goodrich Company makes use ol
several types of assignment for salesmen. The country is
divided into twenty-seven districts each ot wrhich is in turn
divided geographically into territories for coverage by
salesmen. A number of special representatives call on
particular classes ol buyers or coniine their activities to
certain types ol products.
Planning Salesmen's Territories
There are numerous methods which can be used to
determine the geographical boundaries of the sales territory.
1. Lyon, Leverett S., Salesmen in Marketing Strategy, p 224
.,
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The more progressive companies are making use of scientific
market analysis to aid in the planning and organization of'
the sales territory. In the case of a new product the sales-
man may be allowed to cover a number of states or an entire
section of the country with no attention being paid to the
potentiality of the territory. This type of assignment is
of only a temporary nature and must be revised sooner or
later in order to achieve adequate coverage.
A number of methods of allotment are in common
usage, such as;
w l. Geographical units, such as states, counties,
cities or towns.
•«2. Railroads. When it is desired to obtain quick
distribution, territories may be laid out ar-
bitrarily along the main railroad lines.
"3. Extent of the sales organization. Division of
territories is sometimes dependent upon the
degree to which the various divisions have
been covered.
"4. Conditions of the market. The commercial
possibilities vary in different sections of
the country. The various market peculiari-
ties, such as climate, race, buying habits,
and other factors may require consideration.
'•5. Type of product.
,.
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"6. Population. A great many companies make popu-
lation the basis for territorial allotment.
"7. Wealth oi purchasing power. When the product
is out of the staple classification, it orainar
ily becomes necessary to correlate population
and wealth in determining territorial divisions
"8. Character of competition."!
Further consideration must be given to such factors
as, the demand for the product, the method of distribution
employed, the ability of the salesforce, and various mis-
cellaneous factors.
In many cases it is found necessary to adjust the
size of the territory to meet increasing competition, to
reduce selling costs, and to assure a thorough coverage of
the market. Continually changing economic factors neces-
sitate reallocation of sales territories in order to secure
maximum results. Such changes are usually outlines on a
master sales map showing districts and territories. Sales-
men affected by such reallocations should be sent a small
map outlining the changes as they affect them. This will
remove the possibility oi misunderstandings arising’ form
such changes.
It was the author’s privilege, while in the employ
of the B. F. Goodrich Company, to prepare several master
1. Hayward, Walter S., Sales Administration, p 802.
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sales maps. One such map outlined whe various district
divisions and the territories of the salesmen within those
districts. Another represented coverage of the major mar-
kets oi the country in terms of dollars per car, company
owned outlets, and dealer representation. Such maps show
at a casual glance the coverage obtained in any particular
market.
Routing Salesmen
In order that the sales manager may exercise as
complete control as possible over the salesman's movements,
a carefully worked out program must be followed. The various
tasks which are to be included in the work of the salesman
must be determined. Machinery must be set up for the col-
lection and presentation to the sales manager of information
concerning these tasks. The sales territory must be broken
down into cities and towns and these arranged into the routes
which the salesmen are to cover.
"The fact that salesmen spend so little time in
the presence of buyers has led to an attempt to plan the
time of the individual salesman more carefully. It is not
difficult to prove to the salesforce that they spend little
time in actual selling. It has been estimated that between
30 and 40 percent of the salesman's time is spent in travel-
ing and waiting to see prospects; between 5 and 10 per cent
..
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is used in correspondence and reports; ana only 25-25 per
cent is actually spent in productive selling effort. "1
A well planned route for the salesman will aid in
the reduction of the time which he spends on the road, yet
assure proper coverage of potential and desirable customers
through the application of sales volume and sales call quotas.
The sales manager can maintain a close contact with the sales-
man at all times since he knows exactly where the salesman
is scheduled to be at any particular time.
The process of routing the salesman is not diffi-
cult once the task to be performed has been determined.
Professor Harry R. Tosdal of the Harvard Business School
sets up the following requirements for the proper routing
of salesmen: "(1) the task should be one which the salesman
can perform comfortably without overwork and yet which will
keep him busy for the period of the working day; (2) pro-
vision should be made for sufficiently frequent return to
headquarters or to home to provide stability of social con-
tact and remove certain psychological disadvantages which
arise from longer trips; and (3) economy of the salesman’s
2
time and economy of traveling expense should be considered."
The determination of the salesman's route involves
a number of elements. The present coverage of the territory
1. Doubman, J. Russell, Fundamentals of Sales Management, p 323.
2. Tosdal, Harry R., Introduction to Sales Management, p 92.
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should be analyzed with respect to: the number of present
customers; the number of prospects; the frequency ol cover-
age; the average sale; the cost per call; and the average
time spent with each customer.
The next step is the classification of the cus-
tomers on the basis of size, location, expected sales vol-
ume, credit standing, and so forth. Once a classification
has been made, the frequency of calls may be determined.
The General Foods Corporation prior to instituting its sector
plan of distribution in 1934, ’’classified retail outlets in
the order of their importance and value. Trip lists were
so designed that the stores might be called on with the least
amount of expense, avoiding all unnecessary backtracking and
loss of time in traveling. One complete coverage at least
once a year was planned to recheck store classifications
and distribution in the market. Stores in the higher bracket
classifications, however, were scheduled for recalls at least
once every six to eight weeks.
A third factor which must be considered in planning
the sales route is the transportation facilities available.
The choice, of course, must be guided by the method which
is most economical, yet which allows for rapid coverage of
the sales territory. It is usually desirable to have the
1. Harvard Business School Report, B. P. 349, May 1937,
General Foods Corporation.
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route arranged in such a way as to bring the salesman back
to his home over week-ends so as to save hotel expenses and
improve the morale of the man. The average time which the
salesman finds necessary to spend with a customer ana the
time necessary to travel between cities must be considered
in scheduling the salesman's route.
Tyres of Routes
As a result of the growing trend toward closer
control over salesmen's activities, many companies are
assuming complete control over the planning and scheduling
of the salesmen's routes. Once the route has been laid
out, strict adherence to the schedule is required. A few
companies find it best to leave the problem of routing
squarely up to salesmen. This is especially true in the
sale oi consumer goods by a house-to-house method of dis-
tribution, and also in the insurance field. Many organi-
zations allowT the salesmen to plan the routes, but retain
a check through reserving final approval ior the sales
manager
.
The B. F. Goodrich Company maintains control over
the routing of salesmen through the various district olfices.
The district manager is held responsible for routing the
salesman in such a way that he covers his territory in a
..
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given number of trips during a certain period of time.
A separate routing is prepared for each trip. After the
routes are established they become more or less permanent
and cannot be changes without authority of the district
manager. (See Exhibit IV) In order to insure that the
route plans are carried out as scheduled, salesmen are re-
quired to make out ana send to the district manager, daily
tov/n reports showing all personal calls and the results
obtained. (See Exhibit V)
Sales Quotas
As a consequence of the rising costs ol produc-
tion, manufacturers have found it necessary to plan activi-
ties in such a way as to reduce expenditures to a minimum.
Budgetary control, the outgrowth of this planning, is be-
coming widespread in industry. As a necessary essential
to such control, the company must have a thorough knowledge
of present and potential sales possibilities. To obtain
this information, it is necessary to gather a variety of
material relative to economic conditions and past perform-
ance, andfrom such material project a sales budget for the
coming period. The sales budget then serves as the founda-
tion for planning production, inventories, expenses and the
like
.
Percival White defines the sales quota as MA
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forecast. Or speaking more accurately, it is based on a
forecast. '‘1 In the broadest sense of the word, a quota is
the estimated volume of sales that a company reasonably ex-
pects to secure during a certain period of time. In setting
a quota, therefore, it is important to remember that due
consideration must be given to both internal and external
factors affecting the business.
"The use of sales quotas as a tool of sales manage-
ment is becoming more and more common, but the problem oi
establishing sales quotas whdch are fair to salesmen and
company alike is just as difficult as it ever was. Devising
a sales quota plan, putting that plan into operation, aid
getting results which are fair alike to company ana to sales-
men, is a problem calling for the most careful and intelli-
gent w'ork on the part of the sale sraanager. 1,2
The setting of the sales quota fixes a definite
task for the salesforce to accomplish. By using the quota
as a measuring device, the comparative value of various
salesmen may be determined. The value of such comparisons
lies in the weaknesses and strengths which are pointed out
in the. salesman, in the sales program, and in the terri-
tories. However, care must be taken to analyze such com-
1. White, Percival, Sales Quotas, p 23.
2. Hay, Richard C., Sales Management Fundamentals, p 104.
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parisons before making any changes. A number of factors
may enter to cause dissimilarities, besides the ability of
the salesman or the potentiality of the territory.
Types of Sales Quotas
The most common type of sales quota, that which
is set for the entire company, is expressed in terms of
anticipated sales volume in dollars and cents or in units.
The master quota must then be broken down into district
or territorial divisions and, in many cases, into individu-
al items for the salesman. A number of companies have set
profit quotas in an eflort to emphasize the sale of profit-
able merchandise. Others employ quotas to reduce selling
costs; activity quotas to insure adequate coverage through
the setting of the number of calls, the number of pros-
pects secured, the number of demonstrations, and the num-
ber of sales expected.
There is a growing trend among the more progressive
organizations toward a complete analysis of the sales job
for the purpose of dividing it into its component parts and
establishing definite standards of attainment for each part.
The success of the salesman may then be measured by the
attainment of many different objectives which in and of
themselves play a minor part, but in the aggregate, amount
to success or failure.
..
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Bases for Sales Quotas
In an early stage, sales quotas were more or less
a matter of guesswork. In many instances, the ability of
the plant to produce and distribute a product served as the
criteria for determining: sales quotas. A certain amount
of information concerning past performance was available,
v.iiich with a knowledge of business conditions, served as a
basis for projecting sales. A number of firms permit sales-
men to set quotas for themselves on the theory that the
salesmen are naturally optimistic and self-confident, thus
causing them to set an objective, the achievement of which
will necessitate increased effort. Although this psycho-
logical quota has many points in its favor, it fails to take
into consideration the needs of the consumer. Such optimism
and self-confidence alone are not a sound basis for pro-
jecting quotas.
The present trend seems to be to merge a variety
of information and data into a common base from which to
work in the establishment of sales quotas. The wriae spread
adoption by business of the use of statistical data has
made it possible for many firms to predict actual sales
with only a slight percentage of error. Such statistical
indexes as the follov;ing are being used in an effort to
forecast sales: economic and business forecasts, wholesale
*
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and retail price levels, magazine circulation, income tax
figures, steel production, the number of wired homes, the
number of automobile registrations, retail sales, the num-
ber oi telephones, and bank deposits and clearings. When
a representative index is available such as in the case of
the automobile accessory field, the task of determining
sales quotas is made relatively easy, but in the majority
of cases such indexes are not available. Unaer such cir-
cumstances the company must determine the indexes which
are applicable to its type of product and reflect actual
conditions most accurately.
Bertrand R. Canfield lists the following factors
which he believes should be considered in establishing a
sales volume quota. "(1) A knowledge of the market poten-
tial, vt'hich involves an analysis of the purchasing power,
number of consumers, standards of living, and distributive
outlets of the area for which a quota is desired; the ex-
tent of competition, adverse conditions, or other limiting
factors; (2) judgment of sales executives of the company
on the variable market elements affecting sales volume;
(3) past sales volume performance; (4) estimates of dis-
tributors: (5) estimates of company salesmen; (6) manufac-
turing output; (7) cost of obtaining sales and volume neces-
sary to absorb the sales expense; (8) advertising invest-
'
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merit; and (9) product improvement.
The B. F. Goodrich Company takes into considera-
tion the follovving factors in establishing quotas: (1) Auto-
mobile and truck registrations; (2) automobile and truck
production; (3) past sales performance; (4) economic condi-
tions; (5) unpredic table events such as floods, hurricanes,
and so forth; (6) the quality and capacity oi the sales per-
sonnel; and (7) common sense.
Dividing the Sales Cuota
In order to insure successful accomplishment, the
sales quota must be broken down into small workable units
representing: (1) periods of time; (2) products; (3) terri-
tories; and (4) individual salesmen. The present trend
among organizations which sell a variety of items is to
establish a quota for each number in the line, thus assur-
ing adequate sales effort on each item. This helps to elim-
inate inadequate support being given to those items which
are difficult to sell, but which often yield the greatest
profit.
It has been customary practice to set quotas for
the period of one year, but more recently there has been
a decided trend to reduce this period to three or six
months in order to better cope with changing economic con-
..
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ditions. A few companies have gone so far as to merely
determine quotas for the period of one month, as in certain
retail establishments.
Upon assigning a salesman to a specified terri-
tory, the company, in effect, turns over to him a certain
percentage oi its potential business. It should, there-
fore, have the right to establish a quota for the salesman
to achieve, thus assuring itself of obtaining- its share of
the potential business. In addition, it should have the
right to specify wrhat type of merchandise should be sold
and in what quantities. This is the only way that it can
insure that profitable items will be sold as well as those
items which build up a high volume.
There are three ways to set a sales quota for
salesmen; "(1 ) assign to each salesman a sales task based
upon the potential sales possibilities within his territory
5
(2 ) set a sales goal based upon his proportionate share of
the sales expectancy of the business as a whole; and (3)
give him a task that represents the business he must pro-
duce in order that the company can make a profit on the
money spent to finance him ." 1
The Salesforce and the Cuota
It is important that the sales quota be accept-
able to the salesforce. It must be fair to each salesman
1. Aspley, John C., The Salesmanager ’ s Handbook, p 419.
.-
and allow him an opportunity to achieve the objective set
for him. In many instances it will be necessary to actually
"sell" the salesforce on the merits of the quota in order
to secure unqualiiied approval. Salesmen, on the whole,
are not intellectual giants. Therefore, any plan which
aspires to success must oi necessity be so simple as to be
capable of being understood by all salesmen.
A wise procedure to follow is that 01 allowing
the salesman to voice their opinions in the preparation of
sales quotas. The value lies in the psychological efiect
which it has upon the salesman rather than any intrinsic
merit which his suggestions might possess. Tne salesmanager
’
consulting him before setting the final quota gives him a
feeling of importance. It is not unusual for salesmen to
report information which has direct bearing on the deter-
mination of the quota.
It is necessary to attach some form ol motivation
or incentive to the quota in order to make it worth the sales
man’s wrhile to attain the objective set for him. The pay-
ment of a bonus for attaining the quota often serves to in-
spire the salesman to greater effort. A point system based
upon the o^uota may supply the necessary motivation that is
needed.
..
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After the quota has been determined and the ap-
proval of the salesforce secured, the salesmanager is con-
fronted with the problem of keeping the salesman interested
in his task and desirous of reaching his objective. Various
plans of stimulation may be used to keep the salesman pro-
ductive. Sales contests and campaigns coupled with bonus
plans or awards of one type or another are especially ef-
fective in performing this function.
A number of devices must be employed to keep
salesmen informed of the progress which they are making
in relation to quotas. The district manager may hold con-
ferences with salesmen in wrhich comparative records are
discussed and weaknesses pointed out. This method tends
to give encouragement to the salesman as wall as instruct
him in new policies. Weekly letters or bulletins serve to
keep salesmen informed of standings and to arouse the com-
petitive instinct.
Expense Cortrol
While a few organizations still allow salesmen
an unlimited expense account on the theory that company
prestige is enhanced by having men avail themselves of the
best means of travel and accomodation, the trend seens to
be toward a more complete control over expenses by manage-
ment. A number of firms have gone so far as to include in
,.
.
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the salesman's contract a specific list ox the expense
items which will be allowed.
The methods employed to control expense vary
with the individual company. The salesman may be allowed
whatever amounts are necessary to cover the costs of travel,
meals, hotels, and entertainment. Such a plan places the
salesman upon his honor in the matter of expenses although
it does lend itself to ease of administration. There is
the decided trend toward overspending and even padding of
the expense account under such a system which maKes expense
budgeting an impossibility.
Sometimes a fixed amount is set for total expense
during a period, or for individual items in the expense
account. This affords an effective control oi the expense
budget, yet minimizes the auditing and checking of expense
reports. The great difficulty lies in the fact that it is
hard to set an allowance which is fair to all salesmen. The
items of expense will vary in different sections 01 the
country or even in different sections or territories of the
same district.
The plan which is most popular allowrs salesmen
the amounts which they actually spend each week. Printed
expense account forms are used lor salesmen to fill out and
.,
..
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report the expenses incurred during the week. In many
instances the expense report is made out in conjunction
with the daily call report so as to impress salesmen with
the necessity for keeping expenses in line with sales.
Some firms choose to solve the problem by paying
the salesman a higher salary and shifting the expense bur-
den to him. This often leads to unaue economy on the part
of the salesman which may result in a loss of enthusiasm
in the job.
The type of plan which can be used successfully
in any particular organization depends upon a number of
factors, such as:
"1. The method of travel.
"2. The type of sales job.
"3. The method of salesmen’s compensation.
"4. The type of product sold.
"5. The individual salesman.
Supervising Salesmen
In order to assure that the salesman uses his
training and equipment to the best advantage, some plan of
supervision must be made an integral part of the sales pro-
gram. "Two reasons nay be assigned in particular for the
1. Canfield, Bertrand R., Sales Administration, Principles
ana Problems, p 397.
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need of supervision and direction of the salesman in his
work. The first is the fact that the salesman operates
inaepenoently, frequently a long distance from the sales-
manager; he is the representative of his house, often the
only member oi the organization with whom the customer
comes in personal contact In the second place, a sales-
man does not and cannot know the exact work which he should
do in order best to serve himself and his employer
The supervision of a superior officer is oi benefit both
in furnishing incentive to work more regularly and in help-
ing to make that work more productive. “1
"Sales supervision may be divided into two phases:
(1) supervision of a salesmen's methods of performing his
duties; and (2) supervision oi the man himsell
,
or his per-
sonality and attitude. "2 The activities of the salesman
must be supervised while he is at work in the lield. Here
the conditions differ greatly from the training situations,
therefore, a continued program of training must be carried
on in the field in order that the salesman may masuer these
variations. In many cases, salesmen fail to follow the
methods taught in the training program. An alert supervisor
1. Tosdal, Harry R.
,
Introduction to Sales Management, p 315.
2. Canfield, Bertrand R., Sales Administration, Principles
and Problems, p 293.
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can determine the reasons for the digressions and often in
so doing reveal weaknesses in training methods or the sell-
ing plan. Observation of the salesman while at his appointed
task affords the supervisor the best sort of opportunity to
size up the personality and ability of the new salesman.
Such observation will serve as a basis for the decision to
recommend retention or dismissal of the salesman at the close
of the probationary period.
Methods of Supervision
Supervision may be exercised over the salesforce
in a number of ways. It should begin in the main office
and extend down through the various divisions to the indi-
vidual supervisors. Under such a plan, supervision may be
carried on in the sales office, in the field, and even in
the homes of the salesmen. It may be exercised by personal
contact between supervisor or salesmanager and salesmen, by
correspondence between the salesmanager and salesmen, and
by means of the various reports which the salesman is re-
quired to fill out.
The most imprtant phase of sales supervisory ac-
tivities is concerned with the methods employed by the sales-
men in locating prospects, securing and conducting inter-
views, meeting objections and closing sales. The most ef-
fective method is one in which the supervisor assists and
.'
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coaches the salesman while on the job. Usually the sales-
man secures appointments for interviews, introduces the
supervisor to the prospect, and then lets the supervisor
proceed to carry on the interview. Upon completion of the
interview, the supervisor retraces and analyzes the steps
in the selling process. The salesman is then allowed to
conduct the interview while the supervisor remains in the
background checking the salesman’s presentation.
It is important that the supervisor maintain a
record of his activities and findings. Such records serve
to show- the progress which the salesman is making in addi-
tion to pointing out possible defects in the training pro-
gram. The record tends to eliminate inaccuracy and forget-
fulness on the part of the supervisor.
A growing number 01 sales organizations are making
use of salesmen’s progress reports which evaluate such
characteristics as: initiative, tact, leadership, aggressive-
ness, dependability, appearance, health, specific knowledge,
sales instinct, judgment, executive ability, and so forth.
Comparison of such reports affords an excellent basis of
determining the progress which the individual salesman has
made.
A second method of supervising salesmen is through
the use of correspondence originating in the main or dis-
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trict offices. The salesmanager may contact the entire
salesforce directly by letters presenting general informa-
tion, or he may contact the individual salesman by personal
letters covering particular points which may have come up
regarding the interpretation of reports which the sales-
man has forwarded to the main office.
Through the use of the latter type 01 letter, which
may be adapted to the characteristics of each salesman, it
is possible for the salesmanager to exercise influence, de-
pending upon the respect and confidence which the salesman
has in the salesmanager. Such letters must reach the sales-
man at a time when he is in a receptive mood or they will
be cast into the waste basket without so much as a cursory
glance
.
Supervision may be exercised by the sales oifice
through the various objectives and quotas which are set.
Usually salesmen are required to prepare at regular inter-
vals, a series of reports on such activities as the following:
number of calls, number of interviews, number of sales, ex-
pense report, daily town report, number of new customers,
number of prospects, collections, number of demonstrations,
number of complaints, and number of adjustments.
Supervision Repaired
The amount of supervision required seems to be
. o
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increasing with the strengthening oi competition and the
increasing demands which the customers are making for
more and better service. A number oi elements enter into
the decision as to the amount oi supervision necessary in
the sales program. The type of selling job vvhich the sales-
man is called upon to perform largely determines the amount
of supervision which is required. Ii he has a vd.de expanse
of territory to cover and a wide variation oi duties to
perform, a certain amount of supervision will be required
to assure adequate coverage and sufficient missionary work.
If the salesman is highly efficient, he will not
need as close supervision. Undoubtedly he will so plan
his v/ork as to make supervision unnecessary. The size of
the sales organization and the scope of distribution at-
tempted wdll also have a direct bearing on the amount of
supervision required. A large national sales organisation
reaching all classes of consumers will of necessity have
to have a much more intensive system of supervision than
the small organization reaching a limited market area.
..
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The principal function of business is to provide
for consumer wants and needs. It must create or procure
desired goods or services and furnish them to the consumer
at the proper time and proper place and at satisfactory
prices. In addition, it must allow for a profit to be made.
To that end, the more progressive organizations are plan-
ning for profits as a definite expense of performing the
functions for which they are founded.
The sales department exists for the purpose of
effecting sales; that is bringing about the transfer
of ownership of merchandise on terms which are satisfactory
to seller as well as to buyer. Since the modem business
enterprise exists for the purpose of making a profit, it
is the duty of the sales department to contribute directly
to the attainment of that objective.
During the past century there has been a marked
reduction in manufacturing costs which has come about through
the application of modern production management. However,
there is little doubt but that there is the need for apply-
ing every available means to the reduction of distribution
costs.
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The first step tov/ard this ena is logically one
of collecting and analyzing the facts applicable to the
problem. Secondly, the data collected must be analyzed
with a viev. toward devising a proper solution to the prob-
lem. Finally, the sales organization must be trained in
the practical application of the plan developed. A program
of organized and systematic study and analysis of sales
problems and results may be made one of the most profitable
activities of the sales organization.
There has been a decided emphasis, in the present
thesis, upon the need in the modern sales organization for
a thorough program ol research for the purpose of furnish-
ing the salesmanager with the information and facts neces-
sary to the efficient direction and operation of the sales-
force. The sales research program may be divided into two
phases: (1) statistical research, which concerns itself
with an intelligent and detailed study of the figures as
to the results of operation, and the determination of the
potential market for the products of the company; and (2)
field research on sales problems, which concerns itself
with an analysis of the actual sales problems as they present
themselves in the field. It is only through such an inten-
sive program that the sales problems standing in the way
of success may be solved efficiently. In our present age
-.
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of competition, the successful organization plans for its
profit as well as for the expenses entailed in xhe attain-
ment oi that objective. The research program is merely
an aid to be used in the attainment oi that objective.
Modern management emphasizes the importance of
planning upon the basis of facts before undertaking execu-
tion of tasks. The research program should provide the
salesmanager with the information and data upon which to
build his policies and programs. His then, is the job of
formulating' definite and consistent policies, which through
wise and efficient administration direct the activities of
the salesforce along lines most profitable to the company.
In a number of instances it has been pointed out
that all plans and policies must be formulated to suit the
particular needs of the company in which they are to be
used. A plan or policy which is highly successful in one
organization may prove to be a dismal failure in another.
Although it is often possible to revise plans and policies
so as to be able to adapt them to the needs of a particular
firm, the necessary work involved, in many instances, is
so great as to make this procedure inadvisable.
It may be said that there is no substitute for
careful pre-planning of the activities of the salesforce.
Unless the objectives and the methods to be employed are
.’
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clearly set up and defined, the salesmanager cannot under-
take to direct and control the activities of the sales-
force with any degree of efiiciency.
Once the goal has been determined ana the methods
to be employed mapped out, there remains the problem of
directing the activities of the salesforce toward the at-
tainment of the objective, namely, the making of a net profit.
In order to solve this problem, two policies must be developed;
one to provide the necessary stimulation to the sale si orce
for the creation of the desire to achieve the goal, and the
other to provide wise supervisory methods so as to control
activities wdthin the limits set by the plan. The necessary
machinery must be set up for the purpose ol administering
these policies with a view to carrying out the plans and
programs to the logical accomplishment of the objectives.
Any plan of sales personnel administration, in
order to be effective, must recognize the human element. in
the sales job. The psychologists theory of "individual dif-
ferences' 1 must be acknowledged as a key factor in planning
any program. Policies and programs must be built around
certain patterns of human reaction to stimuli. The methods
of stimulation must be determined and various control de-
vices set up to assure proper results.
The plan must build-up and maintain a sales force
.,
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which will perform the function of selling goods or ser
vices effectively end efficiently and at the same time
direct and control personal salesmanship in the field,
plan which fulfills these requirements will contribute
directly to the attainment of the objective set for the
sales department, namely, the making of a profit.
The
'-
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EXHIBIT I

SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBERUSE IN EVERY INSTANCE WHERE ADDITIONAL HELP IS REQUESTED
ADDITIONAL HELP REQUISITION
ept. \
istrict > Date
r Store )
jsition
alary Sussested .
jasons Why Necessary
IUDGET WILL BE AFFECTED AS FOLLOWS:
Salary Classification Total Budget
sAonthly Budget Current
Proposed —
lecommended Date
\pproved ; Date
— Date
_ Date
— Da te
— Date
'ay Roll Number
AKRON WILL FILL IN - (COAST - LOS ANGELES)
EMPLOYEE’S RECORD
USE FOR EACH NEW EMPLOYEE ENTERED ON THE PAY ROLL
Name
Local Address
Date of
Birth Date Employed
Dept. \
District >
or Store )
Account Charged Position
Salary at the Rate of $ .... Per
Co’s. Ave. This Position S (Akron will Fill in)
Store proposal allowed
this position $ (New Stores Fill in)
Commission Rate
Addition Replaces
to Force?
_ Whom"?
Salesman’s
No. Headauarters
ARE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ATTACHED?
Application Bond Application
All Reference Replies Medical Examination
Pension Card Insurance Card
Employees Agreement Photograph
Recommended Date
Approved Date
Da te
Date
Date
Date
Da te
Date
Employee's Signature
or use by the INSURANCE 6- BOND DIVISION, AKRON.
his stub must be filled out by Dept. District or Store and Accompany Employee’s Record No.
'ept. )
'istrict > Date Employed
ir Store
)
mployee's Name
mployed as Dept.
ORM 1 206-B 6-4-37 LITHO. IN U. S. A
RECORD OF TRANSFERS SALARY ADJUSTMENTS
Date
Dept. District
or Store
Du ties
EXHIBIT II

The B.F. Goodrich Company
APPLICATION BLANK Federal Social Security No
ANY INFORMATION GIVEN ON THIS BLANK WILL BE TREATED IN A STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL MANNER BY THIS COMPANY. IT WILL BE TO THE APPLICANT S ADVANTAGE TO ANSWER
EACH QUESTION FULLY AND ACCURATELY. THE USE OF THIS BLANK DOES NOT INDICATE THERE ARE ANY POSITIONS OPEN AND DOES NOT IN ANY WAY OBLIGATE THIS COMPANY.
This application is submitted with the understanding that a physical examination
satisfactory to the Company must be passed before employment can be secured.
•lame
resent Address
-lome Address.
STREET
STREET
OSITION DESIRED
THER POSITIONS YOU WILL CONSIDER
Date
Phone No.
.Phone No.,
HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY APPLIED
HERE?
WHEN CAN YOU REPORT FOR
WORK?
WERE YOU EVER EMPLOYED BY THIS COMPANY? IF SO WHEN AND WHERE
PERSONAL DESCRIPTION
AGE DATE OF BIRTH SEX COLOR HEIGHT WEIGHT PHYSICAL DEFECTS OR AILMENTS
MO. DAY YEAR
INGLE OR MARRIED? WIDOW OR WIDOWER? LIVING WITH WIFE OR
HUSBAND. PARENTS?
HOW MANY
CHILDREN?
WHAT OTHER DEPENDENTS HAVE YOU?
0 YOU OWN OR RENT THE HOUSE IN WHICH YOU LIVE
OR DO YOU BOARD?
NAME OF NEAREST RELATIVE ADDRESS RELATIONSHIP
I/HERE WERE YOU BORN? ANTECEDENTS (ENGLISH. IRISH, ETC.) MAKE °° Y °U °WN AN AUTOMOBILE7 YEAR
TATE ANY FOREIGN LANGUAGES YOU CAN SPEAK,
EAD OR WRITE
OF WHAT COUNTRY ARE YOU A CITIZEN? CAN YOU FURNISH SURETY BOND? RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION
EDUCATION
SCHOOL LENGTH OF TIMEATTENDED
YEAR
FINISHED
GRADUATED
YES OR NO COURSE. PROFICIENCY, DEGREE, ETC.
RAMMAR SCHOOL AT
IGH SCHOOL AT
OLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
OMMERCIAL OR TECHNICAL SCHOOLS; CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES. ETC.
STATE BELOW OF WHAT FRATERNAl ORDERS, CLUBS OR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS YOU ARE OR HAVE BEEN A MEMBER
NAME ADDRESS OFFICE HELD (IF ANY)
RECORCJt
This record should include all positions held since leaving school or during school
EMPLOYER
GIVE FULL NAME OF COMPANY OR FIRK
STREET AND CITY ADDRESS
Time Err
KIND OF BUSINESS
ST.
CITY
ST.
CITY
ST.
CITY
ST.
CITY
ST.
CITY
ST.
CITY
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
YR.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
ST .
CITY STATE
State here any other business experience not included in the above.
REFERENCES (Give five representative Business men with whom you have had considerable contact, not former employers)
NAME STREET AND CITY ADDRESS BUSINESS
HOW LONG HAS
HE KNOWN
YOU?
sV
WHI
REl
ST.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
ST.
CITY STATE
May we refer to your present employer7
State below anyone connected with this Company with whom you are acquainted. State whether a relative.
OYMENT
Please be exact as to dates, giving month and year you started and left each position.
POSITION YOU HELD
MONTHLY SALARY
( IF COMMISSION GIVE
AVERAGE OVER
PERIOD OF SERVICE)
REASON FOR LEAVING
PERSON UNDER WHOM
YOU WORKED
NO. OF PERSONS
UNDER
YOUR CHARGE
CHECK KINDS OF WORK IN WHICH YOU HAVE HAD EXPERIENCE
MANUFACTURING ACCOUNTING MAINTENANCE WHOLESALE RETAIL
FINANCE
CHEMICAL RETAIL SERVICE
RESEARCH
RECLAI MING STOCK CONTROL
STOCK KEEPING GENERAL CAR REPAIRING
ARTIST
PROFESSIONAL
LEGAL FILING TIRE CHANGEOVER
MEDICAL MAIL WHEEL ALIGNING
CHECK
ADDING MACHINE
ANY OFFICE APPLIANCE YOU HAVE
MOON HOPKINS MACHINE
HAD EXPERIENCE IN OPERATING
DUPLICATOR OFFSET LITHO PRESS
COMPTOMETER
SLIDE RULE EDIPHONE
.
BOOKKEEPING MACHINE GRAPHOTYPE PHOTOSTAT
what do you consider yourself most proficient?
hat is your ultimate ambition'?
STATE FULLY WHY YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE QUALIFIED FOR THE KIND OF WORK FOR WHICH YOU ARE APPLYING
te of
lary Desired OVER
State Below Any Additional Facts that May Aid in the Consideration of Your Application
AGREEMENT
In the event of and in consideration of my securing employment with the Company(or any of its affiliated companies) I agree:
1. To furnish upon the request of the Company, and at its expense, a Surety Bond satisfactory to the Company.
2. That there is no liability on the part of the Company for any expenses arising or growing out of my entering the
employ of the Company.
3. That the Company shall not be responsible for the loss of or damage to personal property belonging to me.
4. That the Company shall not be liable for any expenses incurred by me in its behalf except as duly authorized
in accordance with its regular policy.
5. That all liability of the Company for future salary or further expenses in connection with or growing out of my said
employment, shall immediately terminate at the time when and at the place where I may resign or terminate my
employment or be discharged by the Company.
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT
INTERVIEWED BY DATE REMARKS
1
.
2.
3 .
4
_ . _
5 .
6
7 .
FORM 1223-B 2-22-37 LITHO IN U. S. a.
Ill
EXHIBIT III

The B. F. Goodrich Company
Personnel Department Location
Report On
Name
Age Years With Company
On Present Position Yrs.
GRADING ON GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Employees * Grading Report
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Position
Married
Department
Singl
e
[3 No . Of Dependent s
1
.
CHARACTERISTICS
Ex-
ceptional
Above
Average Average
Below
Average Poor
Personal Qualities
Dependable Tactful
Industrious Co-operative
Open-Minded Self-Control
Loyal
Intelligence
Judgment Clear
Perception Responsive
Logical
Physical Qualities
Health Size
Endurance .. Voice
Appearance Sight
Hearing
Leadership
Inspiring Resourceful
Convincing Assume
Personality Responsi-
bility
•
Trade Knowledge
Information Ecqperience
.
Education
GRADING ON PERFORMANCE
Read all three paragraphs (6, 7 and 3 telov) carefully "before checking the one
which describes him in his present work.
6
.
| 1
Check
(Check ( / ) and fill out only one of these)
Unsatisfactory In Present Work
What "Other Work" Do You Honestly Feel He Could Do Well
What Action Is Planned
Such As: "Will Give Further Trial," "Will recommend for Other
Work," "Will Let Go As Soon As Possible," Etc.
What Is His Chief Defect
Can It Be Remedied How
7* CU
Check
Satisfactory In Present Work (Rendering Full Service, But Not Qualifying
For Larger Responsibilities)
What Is His Chief Limitation
8
.
Would Special Training Help Him
What
EH
Check
Exceptional (^ill Develop For Greater Responsibilities
)
If So, Along What Line
Where (Your Dept. Or Some Other )_
When Will He Be Ready For Advanced Duties.
9.
What Are You Planning As the Next Step In His Development
_
REMARKS, Including Any :Present Efforts At Self-Education And Any Special AiUtfan:
Graded By.
Name Position Department
Approved By —
=
TT-klA7 "
Name Position Checked On. Personnel Record
..
’
.
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EXHIBIT IV
AT
M,
If!
Iv,
IEI
ORM 1192-B 2-15-34 LITHO. IN O. S. A. ROUTE SHEET
;ALESMAN ROUTE # WEEK DISTRICT
District Manager must so route the salesman that he covers his territory in a given number of swings or loops in a certain period. Issue a separate
outing to cover each swing. After these routes are established, they become more or less permanent and cannot be changed without authority of the District
Manager. This form is not for the salesman to use in routing himself and sending copy to District Manager as salesmen are not permitted to route themselves
day TOWNS DISTRICT MANAGERS’ INSTRUCTIONS
YOUR MAIL WILL
REACH YOU AT
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
•
SATURDAY
EMARKS:
hi TENTION SALESMAN: These towns must be covered in accordance with above schedule If you must change this schedule, advise District Manager how
nd why.
ATTENTION DISTRICT MGR: Salesman’s Daily Reports must ch exk with schedule except where salesman has advised you of change in schedule.

EXHIBIT V

VSALESMAN'S DAILY TOWN REPORT
V"
SALESMAN TOWN ^ CARS COUNTY DATE ROUTE #
CONCERNS CALLED ON
JK
KIND
°F
,*CALLT
UNIT SALES DOLLAR SALES REMARKS
PASSEN-
GER
CASES
TRUCK
CASES
ALL
TUBES
BATTER-
IES
ACCES-
SORIES Ml SC
.
TOTAL
TIRES
.
ACC
.
BATTER
IES. MISC.
CONSTRUCTIVE WORK
ADVERTISING 6c SALES PROMOTION
V
Total Sales in T<jt«n •
R eTn a
—5^
*KIND OF CALL
C CONSUMER
CD - CONTRACT DEALER
AD ASSOCIATE DEALER
CA - COMMERCIAL ACCT
g^^EcESSORr JOBBER
N - NATIONAL ACcT*
(2 }
B - BATTERY
CAR - TRUCK AGENT - FIRST TWO
j
LETTERS OF THE CAR AS FO - FORD
NOTE THIS REPORT M 1ST BE MADE OUT AND SENT TO MANAGER DAILY. INCLUDING SATURDAY
REPORT MUST SHOW ALL PERSONAL CALLS ANO RESULTS OF THAT EFFORT ONLY.
USE THIS REPORT IN COMMENTING ON COMPETITOR S ACTIVITIES. INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS. OPEN
TOWNS. AND ALL CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE DISTRICT. OVER
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